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Abstract 
The increased awareness of the health benefits of ω3-long chain polyunsaturated 
fatty acids (ω3-LCPUFAs) has led to a drastic increase in the consumption of fish-oil 
supplements. This has resulted in environmental concerns and the identification of key 
membrane-bound desaturases involved in the biosynthesis of ω3-LCPUFAs in order to 
generate a sustainable source of ω3-LCPUFAs. The Micromonas pusilla Δ6 desaturase 
(MpΔ6des) is a membrane-bound desaturase that is specific for ω3-LCPUFA precursors 
and acyl-Coenzyme A substrates (acyl-CoAs). The incorporation of MpΔ6des into the 
ω3-LCPUFA biosynthesis pathway allows efficient ω3-LCPUFA production in 
transgenic plants. However, little is known of the molecular basis underlying its  
ω3-specificity, stability and acyl-CoAs specificity. 
MpΔ6des is relatively challenging in terms of protein engineering targets in that there 
is no molecular structure available, it cannot be expressed in easily manipulated 
prokaryotic systems such as Escherichia coli, and the activity cannot be rapidly screened 
via the conventional techniques. Thus, computational, structure-based, protein design and 
high-throughput directed evolution could not be used. To overcome the technical hurdles, 
we have applied bioinformatics-based techniques (consensus mutagenesis, ancestral 
protein reconstruction and sequence similarity networks) to engineer MpΔ6des and to 
better define the sequence-structure-function relationship of proteins within the 
desaturase superfamily.  
Consensus mutagenesis of MpΔ6des (Chapter 2) demonstrated that it is possible to 
modulate the ω3/ω6-specificity of MpΔ6des semi-independently. The geometry of the 
substrate-binding pocket of MpΔ6des was not only influenced by the residues located in 
  viii
the substrate-binding cavity, but also by distal residues, possibly through intramolecular 
interaction networks.  
An ancestral algal front-end Δ6 desaturase (ANC175) was inferred (Chapter 3), 
which resembles the properties of the progenitor of the algal Δ6 desaturases. The 
comparison between ANC175 and contemporary desaturases indicated that the 
divergence of the ω3/ω6-specificity of algal Δ6 desaturases is associated with the 
environmental differences seen in the habitats of the different algal species.  
Chapter 4 describes a bioinformatics analysis of the desaturase superfamily, showing 
that the four major desaturase subfamilies (the first desaturases, methyl-end desaturases, 
front-end desaturases and Δ4 sphingolipid desaturases) are structurally and functionally 
distinct. Conserved motif analysis of the front-end desaturases suggested that two 
cytosolic regions (a loop between AH1 and H2, and the cytosolic side of TM3) play 
crucial roles in determining the substrate head-group specificity of the front-end 
desaturase. 
Altogether, this thesis promotes a more detailed structural and functional 
understanding of the front-end desaturases, especially MpΔ6des. It validates the use of 
bioinformatics-based approaches such as consensus mutagenesis and ancestral protein 
reconstruction, showing that small libraries that are relatively “rich” in valuable 
mutations can be produced, even in the absence of detailed structural information or a 
high-throughput screen. We have successfully created novel variants of MpΔ6des with 
significantly enhanced ω3-specificity and with enhanced expression. These results also 
shed new light on the evolution of ω3/ω6-specificity in the front-end desaturase 
subfamily. Finally, the use of sequence similarity networks allowed us to propose a more 
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detailed classification of the desaturase superfamily and identify specific sequence motifs 
that can be used to predict the substrate “head-group” specificity of these enzymes.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Fatty acids and their lipid derivatives are one of the major components of biological 
membranes [recently reviewed in (1,2)]. Lipid bilayers are the basis of cellular organelles 
that sequester cellular processes. This compartmentalization is the foundation of the 
evolution of complex organisms. The lipid composition of the bilayers is closely 
associated with the function of membrane proteins and their related cellular functions. 
Highly unsaturated lipid bilayers ensure cell plasticity and help protect cells in cold 
environments. In addition, the anti-inflammatory effects of the metabolites of the 
unsaturated lipids could protect cells from oxidation stress (3-5). As more clinical 
evidence is published (6,7), the physiological roles of unsaturated lipids and unsaturated 
fatty acids (UFAs) in the lipid bilayer, especially the ω3-long chain polyunsaturated fatty 
acids (ω3-LCPUFAs), have become clearer in the cardiovascular and neurological 
systems (8,9). The increasing production of ω3-LCPUFA supplements, using fish oil as 
the main source, led to the rapid depletion of marine fish sources. Consequently, the 
foreseeable environmental issues associated with the manufacturing of ω3-supplements 
led to the generation of transgenic plant sources and the discovery and characterization 
of many membrane-bound desaturases (10). The membrane-bound desaturases have been 
the focus of many studies into the metabolic engineering of lipid metabolism, not only 
for their roles in producing ω3-LCPUFAs, but also for their physiological roles in the 
lipid metabolism of their host organisms.  
This chapter introduces the nomenclatures of lipids, the physiological roles of  
ω3-LCPUFAs, the current understanding of the structure and function of fatty acid 
desaturases, and most importantly, the driving force of this research project. The 
background knowledge provided below will allow the reader of this dissertation to 
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appreciate the aims and the outcomes of this protein engineering research project on the 
membrane-bound Δ6 desaturase from Micromonas pusilla.  
 Fatty acids and lipids 
Fatty acids (FAs) are one of the major constituents of all organisms. Fatty acids 
consist of a hydrocarbon chain with a carboxyl functional group at the end of the chain. 
These FAs can form a number of ester derivatives with different organic functional 
groups at the carboxylic ends (the head-group), in which the alkyl group and the carbon 
oxygen double bond is then referred to as the acyl group. For example, a stearic acid 
forms an ester bond with coenzyme A (CoA), resulting in stearoyl-CoA (Figure 1.1). The 
chemical moiety of the head-groups will affect the physical properties of the fatty acid 
ester and determine its biological role (Figure 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.1: A. The chemical structure of Coenzyme A. B. The chemical structure of 
stearic acid C18:0. C. The structure of stearoyl-CoA, the thioester of stearic acid. The 
acyl group is shaded green.  
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One important class of lipids is the glycerolipids (GLs), which is based on the 
glycerol backbone (Figure 1.2A). The glycerophospholipids, being the main structural 
lipids found in cellular membranes are of particular importance, in which the hydrophobic 
tail is embedded within the cell membrane and the hydrophilic head is solvent accessible. 
Glycerophospholipids have two acyl groups at the sn1 and sn2 positions on the glycerol 
backbone, but differ from other types of glycerolipids in that there is a variable chemical 
moiety at the sn3 position, connected through a phosphodiester bond (Figure 1.2D) (11). 
Due to their amphiphilic character, the hydrophobic acyl groups can aggregate and 
sequester themselves from water, while the hydrophilic heads remain in the aqueous 
phase, allowing for the formation of micelles or lipid bilayers (12). This characteristic 
makes these lipids crucial for the formation of cellular organelles, intra/intercellular 
transport and metabolic processes.  
The phosphorus-free glycerolipids are structurally more homogenous and are 
typically used for the purposes of energy storage. One example is the triacylglycerols 
(TAGs), a highly hydrophobic form of glycerolipid in which all three alcohol positions 
on the glycerol backbone are esterified with acyl groups (Figure 1.2B) (13). They can 
aggregate into anhydrous fat storage structures (14), such as oil droplets. When nutritional 
resources are limited, TAGs are broken down through lipolysis and the liberated acyl 
groups are re-introduced into lipid metabolism pathways (15-17). Another glycerolipid 
subclass is the galactolipids, which have a galactose substitution at the sn1 position or at 
both sn1 and sn2 positions on the glycerol backbone (Figure 1.2C). They are more 
abundant in the membranes of photosynthetic organisms, such as cyanobacteria, green 
algae and plants, and they are associated with chloroplast biogenesis (18,19). 
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Figure 1.2: The structure of representative glycerolipids. The acyl groups are in red. 
A. The glycerol backbone of glycerolipids. The three alcohol group positions on glycerol 
are marked as sn1, sn2 and sn3. B. Triacylglycerol (TAG). C. An example of galactolipid, 
monogalactosyl diacylglycerol (MGDG). D. The basic structure of glycerophospholipids 
with the hydrophilic group (X) in blue. E. A table of the phospholipid derivatives and their 
corresponding X group structures.  
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Figure 1.3: The chemical structure of a sphingolipid. The acyl group in red is 
presented on the ceramide backbone.  
The non-glycerol based lipids include the biologically active acyl-CoAs (Figure 
1.1A). They have a negatively charged CoA region and can be readily utilised by various 
lipid-modifying enzymes such as desaturases, elongases and acyltransferases (20-25). 
Therefore, they are important metabolites in lipid metabolism and cellular signalling 
(26,27). Sphingolipids are phospholipids, but instead of having a glycerol backbone, they 
have a long hydrophobic base (e.g. ceramide) as the backbone (Figure 1.3). Due to the 
use of ceramide in multiple signalling pathways, sphingolipids are not only a class of 
essential structural lipids in lipid bilayers (28), but are also important in the regulation of 
cell processes such as apoptosis, cell migration and cold tolerance (29-32). 
 Lipid nomenclature 
The level of unsaturation of a lipid molecule relates to the number of carbon-carbon 
double bonds (C=C) in the hydrocarbon chain of the acyl group. A lipid is saturated if the 
hydrocarbon chain is solely composed of carbon-carbon single bonds (C-C) i.e. an alkyl 
chain, such as in stearic acid (C18:0) (Figure 1.4A). Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) 
or lipids have at least two double bonds on the acyl chain. Unsaturated fatty acids could 
have the same chemical formula, but different C=C positions. Before addressing the 
different unsaturated lipids, it is necessary to explain the relevant lipid nomenclature 
systems that are used throughout the following chapters.  
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A few nomenclature systems have been developed to describe the level of 
unsaturation and the locations of C=C bonds on acyl groups. For example, α-linolenic 
acid (ALA) is the historical name for a common ω3-PUFA, the precursor of  
ω3-LCPUFAs (Figure 1.4B). It can also be expressed in lipid numbers and n terms as 
C18:3n3, where ‘C18’ indicates 18-carbon chain; ‘:3’ denotes there are three C=Cs on 
the carbon chain; and n3 is equivalent to ω3, indicating that the first C=C is located at the 
third carbon bond counting from the methyl end of the acyl group (33). In addition, the 
locations of the C=Cs can also be specified by Δx, where x is the position of the first C=C 
counting from the carboxyl end of the acyl group. For instance, ALA can also be 
expressed as C18:3Δ9, 12, 15. When the first C=C is located at the third carbon bond from 
the methyl end of the molecule, it is named as an omega3-LCPUFA (ω3-LCPUFA) (34). 
Two physiologically important examples of ω3-LCPUFAs are docosahexaenoic acid 
(DHA, C22:5Δ4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19) and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, C20:4 Δ5, 8, 11, 14, 17) (Figure 
1.4C and D).  
In the following chapters, both the “n terms” and “Δx” nomenclature systems were 
utilised to clearly describe the level of unsaturation and positioning of the C=C bonds on 
the acyl groups of the different unsaturated lipids (for instance, EPA is C20:4n3 Δ5, 8, 11, 
14, 17). The abbreviations of the historical names of different fatty acids were used 
subsequently in the text for readability purpose. For instance, ALA refers to α-linolenic 
acid, C18:3n3 Δ9,12,15 and LA refers to linoenic acid, C18:2n6 Δ9,12.  
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Figure 1.5: The structure of representative saturated and unsaturated fatty acids. 
A. A saturated fatty acid, stearic acid (C18:0). B. An ω3-PUFA ALA (C18:3n3 Δ9,12,15). C 
and D. The chemical structures of ω3-LCPUFAs EPA (C20:4n3 Δ5, 8, 11, 14, 17) and DHA 
(C22:5n3 Δ4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19) respectively.  
 
 The physiological roles of ω3-PUFAs 
In comparison to saturated lipids, the C=C bonds at the end of the hydrocarbon chain 
increase the level of disorder in the packing of the lipid bilayer, which increases 
membrane permeability, reduces membrane thickness and can improve the flexibility of 
the membrane in response to changes in cell volume (35). This is because cis-C=C bonds 
create “kinks”, steric hindrances to the hydrophobic interactions between membrane 
lipids (Figure 1.5). The improved lateral mobility of phospholipids and membrane 
proteins (36) can affect the function of mechanosensitive proteins such as ion channels 
and transporter proteins (37-40), which can be physiologically significant. Moreover, the 
melting temperature of the lipid membrane that is rich in ω3-LCPUFAs is low, and this 
increases the cell’s resistance to cold temperatures (41).  
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Figure 1.6: A schematic diagram of the lipid bilayers. A. The compact assembly of 
the lipid bilayer rich in saturated lipid. B. The loose assembly of the phospholipid in the 
lipid bilayer, rich in unsaturated lipid tails. This figure was generated based on a 
published figure (42)  
 
Membrane fluidity is important for the correct function of transporters and pathways 
involved in photosynthesis, as well as cold and oxidation stress tolerance (43). Efficient 
enzyme turnover in photosynthetic systems is dependent on a number of protein synthesis 
enzymes (44,45). Under environmental stress, protein synthesis and processing are 
further down regulated by the reduction of membrane fluidity as in many other membrane 
proteins (45). The suppression of protein synthesis inhibits the recovery of protein 
damage in the photoinhibition of photosystems, which is one of the consequences of low 
temperature and salt stress in photosynthetic systems (44,45). In addition, the reduction 
in membrane fluidity is essential for salt tolerance, because it affects the conformational 
changes of ion transporters (46).  
In animals, abnormalities in neural signal transmission (47,48) and neural cell 
plasticity (the synaptic processes that are important for the processes of learning and 
memory formation), as well as a higher risk of cardiovascular diseases have a strong 
correlation with reduction in ω3-LCPUFAs in the lipid composition of cell membranes 
(49-52). In addition, the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant properties of ω3-LCPUFAs 
are evident in maintaining neural and cardiovascular functions (6,53-56). However, 
A B
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animals such as humans and fish cannot synthesize a sufficient amount of EPA and DHA 
from the dietary intake of ALA and LA. They need to directly acquire the essential ω3-
LCPUFAs through diet from marine sources (57).  
 
 Natural sources of ω3-LCPUFAs 
Animals, including humans, are unable to produce sufficient ω3-LCPUFAs after 
ingesting the precursor ALA from plants, even though functional animal fatty acid 
desaturases and fatty acid elongases exist (58-61). The high level of ω3-LCPUFAs in 
marine fish oil is the result of nutrient enrichment in the fat tissue after fish feed on marine 
microorganisms such as marine algae. In addition, highly active fatty acid desaturases 
and fatty acid elongases have been found in bacteria, diatom, yeast and moss, which can 
produce ω3-LCPUFAs using the endogenous ω3-LCPUFA precursor, ALA (62-64). 
ALA is one of the most abundant unsaturated fats contained in most plants. However, 
because most plants lack the essential fatty acid desaturases and fatty acid elongases, very 
few of them are able to produce the essential oils (62,65). As a result, land animal fat and 
most non-transgenic plant oils are not suitable natural sources of ω3-LCPUFAs.  
The human diet has transformed from a vegetable-rich diet to a high animal product 
diet and the ω3-lipid:ω6-lipid ratio has decreased significantly (66). Following this 
transition, there has been a significant increase in the occurrence of cardiovascular 
diseases in the adult population (67). As the public has become more aware of health 
issues related to the modern diet, more ω3-LCPUFAs supplements have been sold 
worldwide. The food industry is reliant on fisheries to produce ω3 supplements. However, 
the rapidly increasing demand for fish oil supplements will exceed the supply capacity of 
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marine fisheries (68), raising environmental concerns and eventually requiring the 
generation of sustainable ω3-LCPUFA sources. In the past few decades, a number of algal 
FADs and FAEs in marine microbes have been studied in order to determine the 
underlying reasons for their high ω3 lipid content (69). 
 
 The recombinant synthesis of ω3-LCPUFAs 
Some lower eukaryotes including fungi and algae are rich in DHA and EPA, and are 
the primary source of ω3-LCPUFAs for other organisms. In order to produce a sustainable 
transgenic plant source for producing physiologically essential ω3-LCPUFAs, all of the 
enzymes needed to construct the biosynthesis pathway have been cloned and functionally 
characterised (20). They included a range of fatty acid desaturases and fatty acid 
elongases (69) (Figure 1.7). Both ALA and linoleic acid (LA, the ω6-LCPUFAs 
precursor; 18:2n6Δ9, 12) are abundant in plants, especially in seeds and legumes (70). After 
the key algal and fungal enzymes were identified, they were used to reconstitute the ω3-
LCPUFA synthesis pathway in model oil crop plants (63,64). The resulting transgenic 
plant yielded a DHA-rich oil, approximately 10% of the total fatty acid in the seed oil, 
close to the concentration found in fish oil (approximately 12%) (63,64).  
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Figure 1.7: A schematic presentation of the marine algal ω3-LCPUFA synthesis Δ6 
desaturase and Δ8 desaturase-dependent pathway.  The ω3 specific Δ6 desaturase 
pathway (shaded in green) has been reconstituted in model plant systems (the figure is 
drawn based on the published diagrams (20,71)). The species of origin of the introduced 
genes is given for the ω3 specific pathway. The subject of this study is written in bold 
letters. E, elongase; D, desaturase.  
 
The recombinant DHA synthesis pathway in the transgenic oil crops consists of 
FADs and FAEs from various organisms (Figure 1.7).  The pathway starts from the Δ12 
desaturation of oleoic acid C18:1n9Δ9 by Lachancea kluvveri Δ12 desaturase, then the 
ω3/Δ15 carbon double bond is introduced by Pichia pastoris ω3 desaturase. The 
following Δ6 desaturation of ALA to stearidonic acid (SDA; C18:4n3Δ6,9,12,15) by 
Micromonas pusilla Δ6 desaturase (MpΔ6des) is the commitment step in the process, 
because most plants have endogenous desaturases to produce ALA and LA, but not Δ6 
desaturases and the enzymes of the steps following it. Δ6 elongation by Pyramimonas 
cordata Δ6 elongase produces eicosatetraenoic acid (ETA; C20:4n3Δ8,11,15,17), which is 
followed by Δ5 desaturation by Pavlova salina Δ5 desaturase to produce EPA. Then the 
last elongation process produces docosapentaenoic acid (DPA, C22:5n3Δ7,10,13,16,19), 
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followed by Δ4 desaturation to yield DHA. Δ6 desaturation is the bottleneck reaction of 
the pathway, because the substrate conversions of the following processes are close to 
100% (20).   
 A Δ8 desaturase-dependent DHA and EPA synthesis pathway has been found in a 
number of non-photosynthetic microorganisms and mammals as summarised previously 
(Figure 1.7) (72). It differs from the Δ6 dependent pathway by the initial elongation of 
ALA and LA to C20 followed by Δ8 desaturation to produce dihomo-γ-linolenic acid 
(DGLA, C20:3n6Δ8,11,14) and EPA. However, the efficiency of this pathway is limited by 
the lipid substrate flow from the acyl-CoA pool (elongation product) to the acyl-lipid pool 
(substrate for Δ8 desaturation). This is known as the substrate dichotomy problem, which 
explains the necessity for humans and animals to acquire essential ω3 lipid through 
dietary sources in addition to endogenous production.  
 
 Fatty acid desaturases  
Fatty acid desaturases are one of the key enzymes in lipid modification, especially in 
the synthesis of ω3-LCPUFAs. They form a very diverse family of enzymes sharing 
similar functionalities. The soluble desaturases are believed to form a smaller desaturase 
family that is not related to the integral membrane desaturases. Soluble desaturases are 
the best understood desaturases in term of structure, substrate-binding and the  
structure-function relationship underlying their regiospecificity and substrate selectivity. 
This section reviews the current understanding of soluble desaturases. This is followed 
by a discussion of the integral membrane desaturases and the most recent developments 
in their structural characterization.  
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1.6.1 The structural features of soluble desaturases 
Soluble desaturases are only found in the plastids of higher plants (73,74). They are 
responsible for introducing a C=C bond to a saturated fatty acid in plants. The lipid has 
to be esterified onto an acyl-carrier protein (ACP) for it to be available for the desaturation 
reaction, so these desaturases are often referred to as acyl-ACP desaturases. After the 
publication of the crystal structures of the C18:0 acyl-ACP Δ4 desaturase from Hedera 
helix (Ivy) (PDB ID: 2UW1) and acyl-ACP Δ9 desaturase from Ricinus communis 
(Castor) (PDB ID: 1AFR), structural comparisons in combination with mutagenesis 
studies have resulted in significant improvements to the molecular understanding of their 
stereoselectivity, substrate preference and functional mechanism.  
The structures of soluble desaturases consist of 11 α-helices, and they demonstrate 
high similarity to each other (Figure 1.8A). Four helices form a bundle that shapes the 
substrate-binding cavity (75). Two highly conserved E/DxxH motifs coordinate two iron 
ions to form the catalytic site (the di-iron centre) (76). The di-iron centre resides at the 
bend of the hydrophobic substrate tunnel coordinated by the two conserved E/DxxH 
motifs (Figure 1.8B). Substrates bind in the textbook lock-and-key mode (77) with the 
target C-C bond positioned at the bend for the formation of the cis-product. The residues 
at the end of the far end of the long hydrophobic substrate cavity determine the preferred 
length of the substrate acyl group, e.g. bulkier residues would shorten the preferred 
substrate length (74,78,79). The interaction between the desaturase and the acyl carrier 
protein is predominantly electrostatic in that the positioning of the interaction site orients 
the acyl group in the substrate cavity in relation to the di-iron centre (80,81). Changing 
the charge distribution on the interface modulates the insertion depth of the acyl chain, 
and thereby affects regioselectivities and possibly the substrate chain length preferences 
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of the acyl-ACP desaturases (80). Hence, the substrate specificities of FADs are 
determined by two factors: substrate-binding and the complementarity between the acyl 
group and the substrate tunnel.  
 
Figure 1.8: The crystal structures of soluble acyl-ACP desaturases. A. The 
superimposed structures of Ricinus communis (Castor) Δ9 acyl-ACP desaturase (PDB 
ID: 2XZ0) in blue (82) and Δ4 desaturase from Hedera helix (Ivy) in green (PDB ID: 
2UW1) (75). B. The structure of Castor Δ9 desaturase dimer with both active sites 
occupied by ACP through cross-linking. No acyl group is attached to the ACP. The 
desaturase monomers are in pale green and green. The ACPs are in dark blue and pale 
blue. The active site iron ions are shown as orange spheres. In the upper panel attached 
to B, the di-iron centre and the coordinating E/DxxH motifs are shown.  
1.6.2 The functional mechanism of soluble desaturases 
The functional mechanism of acyl-ACP desaturases is likely to resemble other  
non-heme di-iron enzymes, such as methane monooxygenases, owing to the similarity in 
the catalytic residue orientation (78). While no functional mechanism has been proven 
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biochemically, large-scale multi-reference ab initio calculations have proposed a possible 
likely reaction route from the energetic aspect of the desaturation reaction (83) (Figure 
1.9). The first step is oxygen activation, which reduces the Fe(III) ions to Fe(II) ions. In 
turn, a diamond shaped Q species is formed. One of the activated oxygen atoms forms a 
covalent bond with the hydrogen on the target C-C bond on the acyl group. The C-H bond 
breaks forming a radical C·. This is followed by the bonding of the other oxygen atom 
with the H atom on the other C of the target C-C. The next step is the process that is 
different between FADs and methane monooxygenases: in the case of fatty acid 
desaturases the second H-O bond breaks, which results in the formation of the radical 
species C·-C·, in which the free electrons form the new C=C. This process is accompanied 
by the formation of a H2O molecule from the di-iron centre to regenerate the oxidised di-
iron centre for the next oxygen activation reaction.  
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Figure 1.9: A simplified schematic presentation of the mechanism of fatty acid 
desaturation (83). There are two main processes: A. O2 activation and B. 
dehydrogenation (fatty acid denaturation).  
The oxygen activation of the di-iron centre requires electrons from an electron donor 
(84). All known acyl-ACP desaturases accept electrons from NADPH via ferredoxins 
(85). However, the route through which electrons are transferred from ferredoxins to the 
di-iron centre in the core of the protein is unclear. A direct route can be ruled out, because 
the di-iron centre in an acyl-ACP desaturase is not easily accessible from the solvent 
(75,78). The proposition based on the crystal structures is that a chain of aromatic or 
charged residues channels the electrons from the surface of the desaturase to the catalytic 
centre (78).  
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The crystal structures of the acyl-ACP desaturases have also shown that the soluble 
desaturases have a dimeric quaternary structure organisation (75). Conformational 
changes of residues at the catalytic site are also observed during the enzymatic cycle of 
the enzyme as a result of the redox state of the metal ions in each subunit (84). The 
reduction of the active site results in the formation of a complex of enzyme:substrate=2:2 
(86) (Figure 1.8B). However, the dimers have demonstrated half-of-the-sites reactivity, 
meaning that only one of the two available active sites is catalytically active at one time, 
with no inhibitory effect between the subunits (82).  
The evolutionary origin of the soluble acyl-ACP desaturases is difficult to interpret 
due to the complex evolution of land plants (87). It is possible that after the initial 
symbiogenesis, an ancestral protein with a different function in the engulfed prokaryote 
adapted for the fatty acid desaturation function to deliver the unsaturated fatty acid from 
the only fatty acid synthesis organelle (plastid) to other organelles in plant cells (87). The 
possible common ancestors of land-plant plastids, cyanobacteria, do not have a homolog. 
While there are homologs found in the genomes of non-photosynthetic prokaryotes 
including Mycobacterium and Streptomyces, and there is a crystal structure of a putative 
acyl-ACP desaturase from Mycobacterium tuberculosis, no direct experimental evidence 
is available to suggest a functional homolog exists (88,89).  
 
 Membrane desaturases 
The membrane-bound desaturase family is a much larger and diverse desaturase 
family that is responsible for generating unsaturated fatty acids (UFAs) in all organisms. 
In eukaryotes, they are found on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membranes and plastid 
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membranes (in photosynthesis organisms only), where the majority of unsaturated fatty 
acid production occurs (90,91). In prokaryotes, they are found on the plasma membrane, 
with the catalytic domain in the cytosolic side of the membrane (92). For their capability 
to introduce a C=C on already unsaturated lipid substrates, the membrane-bound 
desaturases are regarded as the key components in engineering a plant ω3-LCPUFA 
platform. 
Based on their regiospecificity (the positioning of the newly formed C=C bond in 
relation to the termini and the pre-existing C=C bond of the lipid molecule, if applicable), 
membrane desaturases have been further classified into three groups (87,93): First 
desaturases, Front-end desaturases and Methyl-end desaturases. The First desaturases 
(FDs) mediate the formation of the first C=C bond at the Δ9 position of an acyl group. It 
has been postulated that the Δ9 desaturases are the most ancestral desaturases among the 
three groups for their universal distribution in organisms (93). In addition, their 
desaturation products often serve as the substrates for the other two membrane desaturase 
groups (93). The Front-end desaturases (FEs) catalyse the formation of a C=C between 
an existing C=C and the carboxyl end of the substrate (the “Front-end”), and they include 
the Δ4, Δ5, Δ6 and sphingolipid Δ8 desaturases. Δ12/ω6 desaturases and Δ15/ω3 
desaturases form the third group, which is also known as the Methyl-end desaturases 
(MEs). They are responsible for introducing a C=C between a pre-existing C=C and the 
methyl end of the acyl group. The most important ones of all are the FEs, as they function 
at the Δ6, Δ5 and Δ4 desaturation steps of the ω3-LCPUFAs as shown in Figure 1.7.  
A four-transmembrane helix (4-TM) structure is believed to be the model topology 
of most membrane-bound desaturases (94), with the only exception being the 6-TM 
topology of the Bacillus subtillis Δ5 acyl-lipid desaturase (92). The 4-TM topology is 
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supported by hydrophobicity plots of some characterised desaturases (94-97) and the 
biochemistry characterization of the topology of the mouse stearoyl-CoA Δ9 desaturase 
(98). Recently solved structures of human and mouse stearoyl-CoA Δ9 desaturases (PDB: 
4ZYO and 4YMK respectively) are consistent with the 4-TM model structure (Figure 
1.10A) (99,100). Eleven helical segments form a cytosolic domain (CAP domain) on the 
helix bundle in which the catalytic di-iron centre resides, and these form the substrate-
binding cavity. The di-iron centre is located at the kink of the tunnel as in the soluble 
desaturases (Figure 1.10B), but the kink is not as buried in the helix bundle (99,100). The 
shape and complementarity of the substrate-binding tunnel determines the acyl group 
preference of the desaturases, in line with the findings in the soluble proteins. However, 
the di-metal centre in the membrane-bound desaturase is coordinated by three conserved 
histidine-rich motifs and a previously unknown NxxxH His motif located at the cytosolic 
CAP domain and the cytosolic end of the TM2 and TM 4 (Figure 1.10C) (99,100).  
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Figure 1.10: The structures of human stearoyl-CoA desaturases SCD1 (PDB ID: 
4ZY0) (100). A. The structure of SCD1 in wheat with the substrate bound in the 
substrate-binding pocket. The zinc ions in the di-metal centre are the red spheres. B. 
The di-metal centre is coordinated by nine conserved histidine residues. An asparagine 
(N265) coordinates one of the zinc ions through a water molecule. C. The topology of 
SCD1 presenting the locations of the coordinating His boxes, including the newly 
identified NxxxH at the cytosolic end of TM4.  
 
Despite the differences in the metal coordinating motifs, in terms of functional 
mechanism the architecture of the active site agrees with the current understanding of the 
fatty acid desaturation mechanism as discussed in section 1.6.1 (99). While some 
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prokaryotic members utilise ferredoxins as electron donors like their soluble counterparts 
(101,102), cytochrome b5 is the most common electron donor for the membrane-bound 
desaturases to obtain electrons from NADH via cytochrome b5 reductases (103-106). 
Since the catalytic sites of membrane-bound desaturases are more accessible, a direct 
electron transfer from the cytochrome b5 domain to the catalytic site is possible (99,100). 
However, better experimental evidence is required to confirm this hypothesis. Moreover, 
some membrane-bound desaturases have a functionally crucial cytochrome b5 domain 
fused at either the N-terminus or C-terminus (107). A tight association has been proposed 
for the two domains that should maximise the electron transfer efficiency (106). 
 
 Front-end desaturases (FEs) 
The first Front-end desaturase (FE) was identified from a cyanobacterium, 
Synechocystis pcc6803, and can be seen as the representative of cyanobacterial FEs 
(102,108). The cyanobacterial FEs do not have a fused cytochrome b5 domain, instead 
using monogalactosyl diacylglycerol (MGDG, a glycerolipid) as their substrate, and they 
can receive electrons from either ferredoxin or cytochrome b5 (109,110). Subsequently, 
more FEs have been discovered from eukaryotes including marine algae, fungi, animals 
and plants. All these FEs carry a fused cytochrome b5 domain, and they present a great 
range of substrate head-group preferences (111). Some FEs from higher animals, some 
algae and parasites are believed to use acyl-CoAs as a substrate (Figure 1.1) (59,112,113). 
The other FEs in plants, fungi, algae and lower animals utilise complex lipids, such as 
sphingolipids, phospholipids or glycerolipids (Figure 1.2) (111). This diversity of head 
group preference in eukaryotic FEs is not observed in any other desaturase families, and 
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suggests this family carries the structural information for understanding the different 
binding mode of the different head groups.  
FEs have been the focus for metabolic engineering of plant ω3-LCPUFA sources, 
because of their unique capability to incorporate C=C at the Δ4, Δ5 and Δ6 positions of 
long-chain acyl groups, as shown in the ω3-LCPUFA biosynthesis pathway (Figure 1.7). 
The most active Δ6 acyl-CoA desaturase from the marine alga Micromonas pusilla 
(MpΔ6des) preferentially uses the ω3-LCPUFA precursor, ALA as its substrate (20,63). 
Mutagenesis studies and domain-swapping studies have suggested that the residues close 
to the histidine-rich motifs and the residues in the putative TM1 and TM2 are likely to be 
important for the regiospecificity of FEs (95). The residues in the helical core can 
determine the preferred substrate length of the desaturases (114). However, the 
underlying basis of the substrate preferences and head group binding is still largely 
unknown, owing to the absence of a crystal structure for a close FE homolog. 
From an evolutionary perspective, the Δ6 regiospecificity is likely to be the ancient 
function of all FEs, as this function is ubiquitous for FEs in all kingdoms, despite their 
varied substrate preferences. Δ8 Sphingolipid desaturases are only characterised in plant 
and fungi and they share high sequence identity with plant FE Δ6 acyl-PC desaturases 
(96,115), while Δ5/Δ6 bifunctional acyl-CoA desaturases are found in the animal 
kingdom. It is believed that the emergence of animal Δ5 desaturases from the ancestral 
Δ6 desaturase occurred prior to gnathostome radiation (diversification of jawed 
vertebrates), because Δ6 desaturases are ubiquitous to all marine teleost species 
(58,59,116). This scenario is further supported by the identification of a Δ6 FE desaturase 
from Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) (117), an ancestral form of animal species 
(118).  
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Interaction between the cytochrome b5 domain and the desaturase domain has not 
been elucidated due to the lack of an empirical structure for the fusion protein. The fusion 
event makes sense from an evolutionary perspective as it provides a higher chance of 
optimising the electron transfer process, which is crucial for the efficiency of the catalytic 
function. Moreover, the pairing between the two domains appears to be stringent, as the 
recombinant expression of an endoplasmic reticulum cytochrome b5 could not 
complement the deletion of the fused cytochrome b5 domain of a mammalian FE (104). 
A phylogenetic analysis of both fusion proteins suggests that the interaction is the 
combination of hydrophobic interaction and electrostatic force, and the loss of 
electrostatic interactions was accompanied by the gain of hydrophobic interaction (106).  
 
 Research objectives 
The focus of this work is to provide a more detailed structural-functional 
understanding of FEs to facilitate better metabolic engineering of transgenic plants for 
ω3-LCPUFA production or biofuel production. Specifically, this project aims at 
investigating the possibility of using bio-informatics based methods to modulate the 
substrate specificity or protein expression of the commercially valuable fatty acid 
desaturases, one of the Front-end desaturases. The detailed aims of each chapter are 
provided as the following. Using sequence alignment-based approaches, consensus 
mutations were designed to determine the roles of conserved residues in the algal FE 
family (Chapter 2). Following that, an ancestral sequence was inferred for the algal Δ6 
desaturases to provide more insights into the evolution of this desaturase subfamily 
(Chapter 3). A broader sequence survey was performed to address the molecular basis 
underlying the diverse substrate preferences in the FE desaturase family (Chapter 4). The 
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availability of the first crystal structures of mammalian Δ9 desaturases allowed for an in-
depth structure-function analysis of the FE desaturase family using the data gathered in 
each chapter. For the purpose of this dissertation, each objective is presented as its own 
chapter with an overview of the relevant research methodology.  
Chapter 2 illustrates how consensus mutagenesis engineering has been used to 
determine the role of conserved residues in the algal desaturase family and to improve 
the ω3 specificity and ω6 specificity of MpΔ6des.  
Chapter 3 explores the most likely ancestral characteristics of the algal FE desaturase 
family in terms of substrate specificity and stability by ancestral protein reconstruction.  
Chapter 4 illustrates the structural basis underlying the diverse head group 
preferences by conducting a broad informatics analysis of the membrane-bound 
desaturase superfamily and a more detailed analysis of the FE desaturase family.  
Chapter 5 is a general discussion of the outcomes of research presented in the thesis, 
and highlights the main contributions to the understanding of the  
sequence-structure-function relationship of the membrane-bound desaturases. 
 
 The publications in preparation from this thesis 
Li, D., Vanhercke, T., Singh, S. P., Petrie, J. R. and Jackson, C. J. Insight into the 
substrate specificity of the acyl-CoA Δ6 desaturase family from consensus mutagenesis.  
Li, D., Vanhercke, T., Singh, S. P., Petrie, J. R. and Jackson, C. J. The ancestral 
protein reconstruction of the algal Δ6 desaturase family.  
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Chapter 2 Insight into the substrate specificity of the acyl-CoA Δ6 
desaturase family from consensus mutagenesis 
2.1 Introduction 
As discussed previously in Chapter 1 section 1.4, the production of ω3-LCPUFAs 
requires multiple steps of fatty acid desaturation and elongation (Figure 1.7). Previous 
attempts at recombinant biosynthesis of ω3-LCPUFAs in plants have showed that the 
product flow from the Δ6 desaturation step to the following elongation process restricted 
the overall ω3-LCPUFA production yield (119). As the lipid preference of more 
desaturases was characterised, it was identified that an acyltransferase would be required 
to convert the desaturation products (acyl-PC molecules) to acyl-CoA thioesters (the 
substrate dichotomy bottleneck). Indeed, when a phospholipid-specific Δ6 desaturase was 
replaced by an acyl-CoA-specific Δ6 desaturase, the overall ω3-LCPUFAs production 
yield was found to increase substantially (120). In addition, it has also been identified that 
inclusion of a ω3-specific Δ6 desaturase (MpΔ6des) is essential for a high ω3/ω6-
LCPUFA ratio in transgenic plant oil, as the following processes are not ω3-specific (20). 
The MpΔ6des-catalysed Δ6 desaturation efficiency within the ω3-LCPUFA 
biosynthetic pathway is consistently lower than that of the other proteins in the pathway 
(20). A stronger promoter, or the incorporation of multiple copies of MpΔ6des in the 
transgenic plant system improved the ω3-substrate conversion rate from 50% to 60% 
efficiency (64), indicating the flux through the pathway could be increased by increasing 
MpΔ6des expression (63). Since α-linolenic acid (C18:3n3 Δ9,12,15, ALA), the  
ω3-substrate of MpΔ6des, is one of the major fatty acids in plants (63,64), improving the 
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catalytic efficiency or expression of MpΔ6des through protein engineering could further 
improve transgenic ω3-LCPUFAs production. 
Previous work has suggested that MpΔ6des related Front-end desaturases adopt a 
four-transmembrane helix (4-TM) topology (111) as is seen in the crystal structures of 
mammalian membrane-bound desaturases (Figure 1.10) (99,100). The  
substrate-binding cavity is formed by the transmembrane helices (TMs) and the eleven 
short helices in the cytosolic loops of the desaturase (the cap domain) (Figure 1.8), with 
the di-iron active site being located in the cap domain, which determines the 
regioselectivity of the desaturase. Previous mutagenesis studies have established the role 
of the transmembrane helices (TMs) in determining the substrate length preference 
(95,97,114,121). The cytosolic loops of the desaturase, as well as TM1, are also suggested 
to interact with the thioester substrate head group (Figure 1.10), thereby affecting the 
substrate head-group preference (e.g. acyl-PC vs acyl-CoAs) as well as the 
regioselectivity of the enzyme (80,100,122).  
Algal Δ6 desaturases differ in terms of their ω3-specificity, meaning that the shapes 
of substrate-binding cavity are able to differentiate between ω3/ω6-substrates with the 
same fatty acid chain length (C18). Because an ω3-substrate only differs from an  
ω6-substrate by the C=C at the ω3 position of the acyl chain, we could expect a very 
subtle difference in the substrate cavity between an ω3-specific desaturase and an  
ω6-specific desaturase. A recent study successfully modulated the substrate preference of 
ω3- and ω6-specific of MpΔ6des by generating protein chimeras (123). However, 
pinpointing the exact residues that were responsible for the changes is challenging, 
because targeted mutagenesis did not give rise to the same level of substrate specificity 
changes as observed in the chimeras. Moreover, it can be difficult to judge if  
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ω3/ω6-substrate specificity shifts are genuine, as there are often overall reductions in the 
substrate desaturation efficiency of both substrates.  
One of the most effective means to probe structure-function relationships within 
proteins is through mutagenesis. Random mutagenesis and screening is able to identify 
functionally important mutations that affect activity, although it requires an ability to test 
the activity of a large numbers of variants. This is not applicable for the study of 
membrane-bound desaturases as the assays available to us are labour intensive. Rational 
design is also frequently used to generate a more manageable number of variants for 
testing, but generally relies on sound structural understanding, which is not available for 
the algal Δ6 desaturases. An alternative approach involves the use of consensus 
mutagenesis guided by phylogenetic analysis (124-127). Consensus mutagenesis reverts 
the residues that have diverged from highly conserved regions back to the conserved 
sequence. There are five important advantages of this technique that make it suitable for 
this study: it does not require the availability of crystal structures, there is no bias from 
our prior assumptions regarding which regions might be important, the number of variants 
that are generated is typically fewer than 100 (rather than several thousand in the case of 
random mutagenesis), this method focuses on highly conserved positions in the protein 
sequence that are likely to be of structural or functional relevance, and it generally avoids 
introducing deleterious mutations because the fitness of the substitution at the location 
has been tested by natural evolution (128).  
In order to identify potentially important residues in MpΔ6des, we implemented 
consensus mutagenesis. In the absence of a known structure of a membrane-bound 
desaturase, the available protein sequences in the NCBI protein database (129) were 
utilised in this investigation. Forty-seven different consensus variants of MpΔ6des were 
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generated and characterised in this chapter to explore their roles in the algal Δ6 
desaturases.  
2.1.1 The incorporation of consensus residues increases protein stability 
Consensus mutagenesis is based on the hypothesis that, during natural selection, 
destabilising and deleterious mutations are eliminated, while stabilising residues 
(possibly in the folding network) are more persistent in protein evolution (128). Replacing 
a residue with the most frequent (consensus) amino acid by targeted mutagenesis has been 
demonstrated to increase protein thermostability in a number of soluble protein families 
(124,128). As this method can be solely based on alignments of homologous sequences, 
it is ideal for studying protein families with no crystal structure.  
2.1.2 Conserved residues are important for protein stability and/or function 
In order to understand the reasoning underlying the functional or stability change as 
a result of an incorporated consensus mutation, it is important to be aware of the possible 
molecular roles of the conserved residues in a protein family. 
Conserved networks of molecular interactions maintain protein structures and these 
networks are based on the formation of energetically favourable connections such as  
salt-bridges and hydrogen bonds between amino acid side chains and the peptide 
backbone (125). Computational simulations suggest that the process of folding follows 
the level-of-separation (LOS) hypothesis, which states that the formation of the network 
occurs in an orderly manner from the conserved core of the protein to the distal positions 
(130,131) (Figure 2.1). Conserved residues often participate in the formation of the 
protein core and they are associated with optimum protein folding efficiency and 
expression. Non-conservative substitutions can hinder the formation of a structural 
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network and reduce protein expression (132,133). Therefore, by understanding the roles 
of the conserved residues, it may be possible to discover the residues that form the basis 
of the intramolecular network. 
 
Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of the level-of-separation (LOS) hypothesis. The 
formation of the core network is the rate-limiting and determinant process in protein 
folding. This is followed by the energetically favourable formation of connections towards 
the distal locations.  This picture is adapted from a previous publication (130).  
 
Conserved residues form an evolutionarily conserved network that can also control 
the allosteric communication within a protein. For example, in G-protein coupled 
receptors, a signal created by a ligand binding can be transmitted over space to cause a 
conformational change at a distal site, triggering the association with a G-protein at the 
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cytoplasmic domain (134). Disruption of intermolecular connections between the 
regulatory domain and the catalytic domain in the 11R-lipoxygenase not only influences 
its stability, but the effect also impacts the hydrophobic substrate-binding cavity and the 
catalytic site (135). Thus, if a substitution leads to a subtle substrate preference change of 
an enzyme, it may indicate that this conserved residue plays a role in the allosteric control 
of the substrate cavity.  
Whether conserved networks are important for the stability of membrane proteins is 
less well studied, because the folding of membrane proteins is more complex than that of 
soluble proteins (136). In general, the folding process is composed of three steps: the 
integration of the transmembrane helix (TM) into a lipid bilayer by a translocon complex, 
the packing of the TMs into its native tertiary structure and the oligomerisation into 
functional units (137). The stability of a membrane protein requires tight packing of the 
helices, which is often mediated by small hydrophobic residues, such as alanine, glycine 
and the GxxG motif, in the helix-helix interface (138,139). For instance, incorporating 
small and hydrophobic residues such as alanine in the hydrophobic helical core of  
G-protein coupled receptors could stabilise the membrane proteins and improve their 
expression [reviewed in (140)], but the effects are often not additive, because different 
stabilising mutations may stabilise different conformations of membrane proteins (141).  
2.1.3 The consensus mutagenesis of MpΔ6des 
In this work, consensus mutagenesis was conducted to further investigate the 
structure and function of the integral membrane desaturase family, and what underpins 
the ω3/ω6-specificity of these enzymes. Through the introduction of consensus 
mutations, several residues were identified in the protein, including in the N-terminal 
cytochrome b5 domain, which affect ω3/ω6 substrate preference and stability. 
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Furthermore, we demonstrate that the ω3/ω6-substrate specificity can be modulated 
through targeted mutagenesis.  
 
2.2 Results 
2.2.1 Phylogenetic analysis 
Previous phylogenetic studies of membrane-bound desaturases revealed the 
evolutionary separation of acyl-CoA desaturases and acyl-PC desaturases (4). For the 
purpose of consensus mutation design in this study, we conducted a focused phylogenetic 
analysis of MpΔ6des homologs, obtained by a BLASTP search. The phylogenetic 
analysis of the above members using a maximum likelihood algorithm showed the clear 
separation between Δ5 and Δ6 desaturases from higher animals and other organisms 
(Figure 2.2). In both groups, there were distinct Δ5 desaturase and Δ6 desaturase clades. 
Algal Δ6 desaturases formed one clade, whereas the proximal Δ5 clade contained Δ5 
desaturases from algae and a number of other simple organisms (41). Homologous Δ4 
desaturases were only present in algae and form a distinct clade from the other algal 
desaturases. Considering that Δ4 desaturation is the last step of  
ω3-LCPUFA biosynthesis that converts DPA to DHA (Figure 1.7), the clustering of algal 
Δ4 desaturases may indicate an early gene duplication event as part of  
cold-adaptation before the divergence of algal Δ5 and Δ6 desaturases, since the increased 
desaturation of the C22 carbon chain could result in higher membrane fluidity and prevent 
the membrane from entering gel-phase in a cooler environment (42-45).  
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Figure 2.2: Phylogenetic analysis of the closely related homologous of MpΔ6des. 
The tree was constructed using MEGA v.6. The analysis demonstrated the clear 
separation of algae, yeast and animal desaturases. A list of the included desaturase 
proteins is in supplementary materials. The bootstrap values of major nodes are denoted 
as percentages. For clarity, the animal Δ6 desaturase clade and yeast Δ6 desaturase 
clades are collapsed. The UniProt IDs of members are denoted in the tree. A red filled 
star is drawn next to MpΔ6des.  
 
2.2.2 Consensus mutagenesis using the broader algal desaturase members (Set I) 
Based on the sequence alignment of algal Δ5 and Δ6 desaturases (including the Δ5 
desaturases from other unicellular organisms), we identified ten residues (consensus 
mutation set I) that are highly conserved throughout the alignment, but differ in MpΔ6des 
(Figure 2.3). The corresponding residues in MpΔ6des were separately changed to the 
consensus amino acid to determine their effects on desaturase function. The variants were 
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tested in a yeast competition assay with both ALA and LA (the ω3-substrate and 
ω6-substrate respectively) added to the growth medium (at the same concentration, 0.25 
mM each). The conversion of each substrate to its corresponding Δ6 desaturation product 
was measured and compared against the wild type activity in order to determine if the 
mutation results in any change in terms of ω3/ω6 substrate preference and overall activity. 
In order to explain the observed effects of the mutations, the homology model structures 
of the desaturase domain and the cytochrome b5 domain of MpΔ6des were made using 
the crystal structure of human stearoyl-CoA Δ9 desaturase (SCD1, PDB ID: 4ZYO) and 
the crystal structure of the outer mitochondrial membrane cytochrome b5 domain (PDB 
ID: 1ICC) respectively as the templates, as described in section 2.5.7. The modelled 
structures of the desaturase domain and the cytochrome b5 domain of MpΔ6des were 
used to locate the approximate location of the substituted residues. The mutations that 
resulted in higher ω3-specificity were combined in different combinations to determine 
if the effects were additive, and to determine their effects on the expression of MpΔ6des.  
The V57I, D138E and L285V substitutions were effectively neutral and exhibited 
close to WT MpΔ6des activity on the ω3-substrate and ω6-substrate (Figure 2.4A, Table 
2.2). In contrast, V74I, A184G, Q190M, G221A and D380N all showed significantly 
enhanced ω3-specificity, as a result of the reduced ω6-substrate desaturation (40% to 80% 
of WT MpΔ6des ω6-substrate conversion). The models of the desaturase domain and the 
cytochrome b5 domain of MpΔ6des were used to explain the possible effects of the 
mutations.  
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Figure 2.3: The segments of the alignment of algal and unicellular Δ5/Δ6 
desaturases. The ten consensus substitutions shaded in pink. The locations of the 
segments in relation to the sequence of MpΔ6des were labelled above the segments 
using the numbering of MpΔ6des.  
 
55-59 68-77 135-141 182-196
219-225 282-288 345-351 377-383
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Figure 2.4: Characterization of the consensus variants Set I.  
A. Competition-feeding assay: the activities were normalized against the WT in the same assay 
set. The error bars stand for the standard errors of at least three independent experiments. The 
statistical significance is indicated above the corresponding substrate conversion bar. *, p<0.1; 
**, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001. The combined variants are denoted as IGMAN 
(V74I/A184G/Q190M/G221A/D380N), IGAN (V74I/A184G/G221A/D380N), IMAN 
(V74I/Q190M/G221A/D380N) and IGMA (V74I/A185G/Q190M/G221A). B. The relative 
expression levels of the MpΔ6des variants are calculated using the WT MpΔ6des on the same 
blot. C. The expression levels were measured using ImageJ. Representative gel images are 
shown. 
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Three of them, A184G, Q190M, and G221A, were found to be in close proximity to 
the predicted substrate pocket, when mapped onto the model structure of MpΔ6des 
(Figure 2.5A), suggesting they could affect the geometry of the substrate-binding cavity. 
D380N is located on the surface of the cap domain of MpΔ6des, where the cytochrome 
b5 may interact with the desaturase domain. Therefore, D380N might affect the 
interaction between the two domains, thereby influencing the substrate recognition of 
MpΔ6des. V74I also exhibited higher ω3-specificity, but it is located in the cytochrome 
b5 domain (Figure 2.5C). M223W and L348I exhibited a reduction in desaturation 
activity with both substrates, although more so with the ω6-substrate. M223W and L348I 
are located at the cytosolic side of the substrate cavity. In particular, L348I is likely to be 
in close contact with the acyl-CoA substrate as shown by the homology model (Figure 
2.5B) The observed overall decrease in activity indicates that these residues may have a 
role in supporting general substrate binding (122). In terms of expression, most of the 
single mutation variants did not exhibit a significant decrease in expression level, while 
G221A exhibited higher expression in comparison to WT MpΔ6des (Figure 2.4B, Table 
2.2), indicating that G221A not only improved the binding of the ω3-substrate, but might 
also result in an increase in protein thermostability.  
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Figure 2.5: Homology models of the desaturase domain (A and B) and the 
cytochrome b5 domain (C) of MpΔ6des. A. V74, A184, Q190, G221, M223 and D380 
are labelled yellow on the modeled desaturase domain. M223 and L348 are labelled 
green. The conserved histidine residues in the three His boxes are coloured red. The 
stearoyl-CoA molecule (blue) was docked into the homology model. B. A close up view 
of the L348 residue (green) and its location in relation to the stearoyl-CoA (blue) 
molecule. C. V74I was found in the cytochrome b5 domain outside the heme-binding 
site. A prosthetic heme molecule was docked into the homology model of the cytochrome 
b5 domain.  
 
Since the V74I, A184G, Q190M, G221A and D380N single mutation variants 
retained more than 50% of the WT MpΔ6des ω3-substrate conversion activity, in an 
attempt to further increase the ω3-specificity, these mutations were combined (IGMAN). 
This combination of algal desaturase consensus mutations generated a highly ω3-specific 
variant that exhibited undetectable ω6-substrate conversion (Figure 2.4A, Table 2.2). 
However, the expression of IGMAN was significantly lower than that of the WT 
A D380
G221
Q190
A184 L348
V74I
B
Cytosol
ER membrane
ER lumen
M223
C
90 °
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MpΔ6des (Figure 2.4B, Table 2.2). Hence, there appeared to be a trade-off between the 
activity and expression.  
Since the A184G and Q190M mutations are both located close to the first His box 
(Figure 2.5A), it is possible that they interact epistatically and the presence of both 
mutations is destabilizing. Therefore, two additional combined variants were generated 
to further explore the effects of A184G and Q190M: IGAN 
(V74I/A184G/G221A/D380N) and IMAN (V74I/Q190M/G221A/D380N). Both IGAN 
and IMAN exhibited higher ω3-preference, as seen in IGMAN, with some increase in 
their expression levels (Figure 2.5B, Table 2.2), suggesting that the combination of the 
A184G and Q190M in the substrate-binding cavity had a negative influence on the 
stability of MpΔ6des.  
D380N is the only mutation that is located on the CAP domain of the desaturase. The 
quadruple mutant IGMA (V74I/A184G/Q190M/G221A) was prepared to determine 
whether the presence of D380N could also affect protein expression and ω3-substrate 
recognition. The results showed that although the expression of IGMA was higher than 
the other combined variants (IGMAN, IGAN and IMAN), the apparent activity was lower 
than IGAN and IMAN. Hence, the incorporation of D380N had a negative effect on 
protein stability, but may be important for maintaining the activity of MpΔ6des. Notably, 
the activity of these variants was significant despite very large reductions in expression, 
suggesting that, per molecule, the activity of these variants was very high. 
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2.2.3 Consensus mutagenesis using the small algal Δ6 acyl-CoA desaturases (Set 
II) 
Previous studies have characterised four of the seven identified algal Δ6 desaturases 
as displaying ω3-substrate specificity at various levels (20,112,120,142), from 63:5 
(ω3:ω6 substrate desaturation efficiency) in MpΔ6des to 82:59 in OtΔ6des (20,112). The 
reported overall activity of Δ6 desaturase from Ostreococcus tauri (OtΔ6des) was the 
highest amongst the four, with a slight bias towards ω3-substrates when assayed 
simultaneously (112).  
To investigate the roles of the residues conserved in the seven Δ6 desaturases, all 
seven of the identified algal Δ6 desaturases were aligned (Figure 2.6). The alignment 
revealed 25 residues that were highly conserved, but are not present in MpΔ6des 
(consensus mutations Set II). V57I and D138E were already characterised, and shown to 
be neutral, in the Δ5 and Δ6 acyl-CoA desaturase consensus mutagenesis analysis. The 
remaining 23 variants were introduced into MpΔ6des and tested in the yeast competition 
assay described earlier.  
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Figure 2.6: The alignment of contemporary algal Δ6 desaturases. The positions of 
the consensus mutations Set II of the algal Δ6 desaturases are shaded in grey. The 
consensus residue substitutions are highlighted in pink.  
 
49-58 63-82
92-97 102-108 134-149
155-161 173-179 199-214
218-227 264-273 309-320
331-339 369-388 453-459
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Most of the set II mutations to MpΔ6des were relatively neutral, exhibiting WT 
activity and specificity (N66D, A80S, R105A, I145P, T158M, V176I, S201N, V202I, 
Y203W, V204W, L208I, M211F, A268L, L312F, V317I), while the T52R, M95Y, 
W335G, N372R, N385N and N465H mutations resulted in a loss of activity for both 
substrates, and a generally small increase in ω3-specificity (Figure 2.7A, Table 2.2). 
Interestingly, the E222D and A270L (and potentially S201N) mutations increased the ω6 
activity, with no effect on the ω3 activity. T52R and M95Y are located in the cytochrome 
b5 domain, which is in agreement with the effects of the V74I mutation in Section 2.2, 
and highlights the role that this accessory domain plays in substrate binding and 
specificity. The E222D mutation, which increases conversion of the ω6 substrate, is 
located near the substrate entry cavity (Figure 2.8A and B) on the opposite side to the 
S201N mutation, which could explain the subtle effects of these mutations on the  
ω3/ω6-substrate preference. The A270L mutation is in a region of the protein that cannot 
be modelled (a long loop sequence in the CAP domain that is not present in SCD1), 
although we can conclude that it likely contributes to the formation of the substrate-
binding site (143).  
 The V176I, V202I and Y203W mutations appeared to improve the expression level 
two- to three-fold. This suggests that these residues most likely play important roles in 
the folding and stability of the protein (Figure 2.7B). None of these mutations 
significantly affected the substrate conversion efficiency (although, if balanced against 
the increased expression, the activity per molecule of protein must be less).  V202I and 
Y203W are part of a unique motif 201-SVYV-204 in MpΔ6des that is situated in the 
amphiphilic helix (AH1) and near the conserved histidine residues in the His box I that 
coordinate the di-iron centre (Figure 2.8A and B). When this SVYV motif was 
substituted by the corresponding motif (variant NIWW), which is conserved in three of 
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the seven algal Δ6 desaturases, a ~3-fold decrease in expression was observed along with 
an overall reduction in desaturation activity and a slight increase in ω3-specificity  
(Figure 2.7A and B, Table 2.2). 
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Figure 2.7: Characterization of the consensus variants Set II.  
A. Competition-feeding assay: the activities were normalized against the WT in the same assay 
set. The error bars stand for the standard errors of at least three independent experiments. The 
statistical significance is indicated above the corresponding substrate conversion bar. *, p<0.1; 
**, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001. The combined variants are denoted as NL (S201N/A270L), DL 
(E222D/A270L), ND (S201N/E222D), DNL (S201N/E222D/A270L) and NIWW 
(S201N/V202I/Y203W/V204W). B. The relative expression levels of the MpΔ6des variants are 
calculated using the WT MpΔ6des on the same blot. C. The expression levels were measured 
using ImageJ. Representative gel images are shown. 
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Figure 2.8: Homology models of the desaturase domain and the cytochrome b5 
domain MpΔ6des. A. and B. The modelled structure of the desaturase domain with the 
substrate-binding pocket facing out (A) and facing the right side of the page (B). The 
residues that demonstrated effects on expression are coloured cyan (V176, V202, Y203 
and W335). The residues that presented higher ω6-specificity are coloured magenta 
(S201 and E222). The conserved histidine residues that coordinate the di-iron center are 
coloured red. The stearoyl-CoA molecule was docked into the homology model. C. The 
modeled structure of the cytochrome b5 domain with the ω3-favouring residues coloured 
blue. A prosthetic heme group was docked into the model structure.  
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2.2.4 The combination of algal Δ6 desaturase consensus mutations generated a 
more generalist variant 
To investigate if combining the ω6-favouring mutations could further increase the 
ω6-specificity of MpΔ6des, S201N, E222D and A270L were combined in all possible 
combinations. Three of the combined variants demonstrated higher ω6-substrate 
conversions. They include NL (S201N/A270L), DL (E222D/A270L) and NDL 
(S201N/E222D/A270L), while ND (S201N/E222D) behaved like the WT protein 
(Figure 2.7, Table 2.2). NL and DL resulted in a significant increase in ω6-substrate 
preference without a reduction in ω3-substrate conversion efficiency (Figure 2.7A, 
Table 2.2). NL also exhibited ~2.5-fold the expression of WT (Figure 2.7B, Table 2.2), 
whereas ND exhibited WT expression. This suggests that the S201N and E222D 
mutations have an epistatic interaction, where they cancel the increase in ω6-substrate 
conversions, unless they are in the presence of A270L Indeed, A270L displays 
approximately double the ω6-substrate conversion of WT, with almost double the protein 
expression. These results demonstrate that sequence differences in the algal Δ6des 
desaturase family can lead to changes in ω3/ω6 substrate specificity.  
2.2.5 Topology guided mutagenesis 
Among the four functionally characterised Δ6 desaturases, only OtΔ6des was 
reported to exhibit equally high conversion efficiency with either ω3- or ω6-substrates 
(Table 2.1) (112). The consensus mutations favouring the ω6-substrate (S201N, E222D 
and A270L) are all present in OtΔ6des. It therefore appears that OtΔ6des possesses the 
structural determinants for high ω6-substrate desaturation. To investigate the roles of 
other sequence differences between OtΔ6des and MpΔ6des in more detail, several 
additional residues (S73T, M78F, N196S and D406S) unique to OtΔ6des and located near 
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functionally relevant areas (the heme binding motif in cytochrome b5 domain and the His 
box I and III) were individually introduced into MpΔ6des to investigate their effects 
(Figures 2.9, 2.10).  
UniProt ID Organism of Origin 
Activity and preferred 
substrate Regioselectivity References 
C1MMV2 
Micromonas 
pusilla 
CCMP1545 
LA 11.4% 
ALA 39.0% 
(LA 5% & ALA 63% 
in competition assay) 
Δ6/8 (20) 
B5DC83 Mantoniella squamata 
ALA 34% 
LA 0.3% Δ6 (120) 
Q4JDG7 Ostreococcus tauri 
LA 73% 
ALA 71% 
(LA 59% & ALA 82% 
in competition assay) 
Δ6 (112) 
G2J5R1 
Ostreococcus 
lucimarinus 
CCE9901 
LA 6.6% 
ALA 38.8% Δ6 (142) 
Table 2.1: Functionally characterised algal front-end Δ6 desaturases. 
 
D406S demonstrated reduced ω6-substrate conversion efficiency, while retaining 
close to WT MpΔ6des ω3-substrate conversion efficiency (Figure 2.11A, Table 2.2). 
The quadruple variant TFSS (S73T/M78F/N196S/D406S) displayed a comparable ω3/ω6 
specificity pattern to the D406S mutant. The observed increase in expression of D406S 
and TFSS lacked statistical support (Figure 2.11B, Table 2.2), thus it is not possible to 
conclude whether D406S has any effect on the protein stability. However, it is reasonable 
to believe that the D406S, close to His box III, had an effect on ω6-substrate binding, 
whereas S73T, M78F and N196S were relatively neutral in terms of substrate specificity 
and protein expression (Figure 2.11B, Table 2.2).  
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Figure 2.9: The regions of the alignment of contemporary algal Δ6 desaturases 
where a residue appeared to be unique to OtΔ6des. Positions are shaded in yellow 
with the designed mutations (MpΔ6des numbering) written above the position.  
 
 
67-84
189-205
398-413
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Figure 2.10: Homology models of the cytochrome b5 domain and the desaturase 
domain of MpΔ6des. A. The modeled structure of the cytochrome b5 domain with the 
positions of the topology-guided mutation labelled in orange. The heme molecule was 
docked into the modeled structure. B. The modeled structure of the desaturase domain 
with the positions of the topology-guided mutations in orange. The substrate-binding 
cavity is facing the right side of this page. The conserved histidine residues in the  
di-iron center region are coloured red. The stearoyl-CoA molecule was docked into the 
homology model. 
 
 
M78
D406
A D406 N196B
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Figure 2.11: The characterization of the topology guided mutations.  
A. Competition-feeding assay results. The conversion efficiency was calculated from the 
relative amounts of product and substrate of total lipid as 
product/(product+substrate)×100. The activities of the variants were normalized against 
the activity of WT MpΔ6des in the same assay. The error bars stand for the standard 
errors of at least three independent experiments. The statistic significants are indicated 
above the corresponding substrate conversion bar. *, p<0.1; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001. 
The combined variant was denoted as TFSS (S73T/M78F/N196S/D406S).  
B. The relative expression levels of the MpΔ6des variants are calculated using the WT 
MpΔ6des on the same blot. C. The expression levels were measured using ImageJ. 
Representative gel image is shown. 
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Variant ω3-substrate conversion efficiency (%) 
ω6-substrate conversion 
efficiency (%) ω3:ω6 ratio 
Relative expression 
level 
WT MpΔ6des 68 ± 2 12 ± 1 5.8 ± 1 1.0 ± 0.3 
T52R 61 ± 1 7.6 ± 0.3 8.0 ± 1.0 0.45 ± 0.1 
V57I 70 ± 1 13 ± 0.7 5.6 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.1 
N66D 65 ± 4 10 ± 2 6.5 ± 1 0.87± 0.3 
S73T 69 ± 1 11 ± 0.5 6.0 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.3 
V74I 60 ± 3 5.1 ± 1 12 ± 3 1.2 ± 0.1 
M78F 70 ± 1 14 ± 0.3 5.2 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.3 
A80S 70 ± 4 11 ± 2 6.3 ± 1 1.0 ± 0.2 
M95Y 58 ± 1 6.2 ± 0.1 9.3 ± 0.2 0.26 ± 0.2 
R105A 72 ± 3 13 ± 2 5.5 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.2 
D138E 70 ± 0.5 12 ± 0.3 5.8 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2 
I145P 75 ± 3 14 ± 2 5.2 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 0.5 
T158M 72 ± 1 13 ± 0.4 5.4 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.4 
V176I 74 ± 3 14 ± 2 5.1 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.5 
A184G 62 ± 5 6.7 ± 2 9.2 ± 3 1.2 ± 0.2 
Q190M 61 ± 0.6 2.1 ± 1 29 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.6 
N196S 67 ± 0.9 11 ± 0.4 6.2 ± 0.3 0.82 ± 0.2 
S201N 75 ± 2 14 ± 4 5.2 ± 1 0.99 ± 0.1 
V202I 73 ± 3 15 ± 2 5.0 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.3 
Y203W 74 ± 2 15 ± 1 4.8 ± 0.4 2.9 ± 0.5 
V204W 69 ± 7 11 ± 2 6.3 ± 2 0.94 ± 0.2 
L208I 73 ± 6 13 ± 2 5.5 ± 1 0.84 ± 0.1 
M211F 73 ± 3 16 ± 4 4.6 ± 1 0.94 ± 0.1 
G221A 62 ± 2 6.7 ± 1 9.2 ± 2 2.2 ± 0.4 
E222D 73 ± 6 18 ± 3 4.0 ± 0.8 0.90 ± 0.01 
M223W 34 ± 2.4 2.1 ± 1 16 ± 0.9 0.93 ± 0.2 
A268L 75 ± 6 13 ± 2 5.9 ± 1 1.0 ± 0.1 
A270L 83 ± 0.4 19 ± 4 4.3 ± 0.8 0.92 ± 0.04 
L285V 70 ± 1 12 ± 0.4 5.6 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.09 
L312F 81 ± 5 13 ± 2 6.0 ± 0.9 0.97 ± 0.1 
V317I 82 ± 5 14 ± 2 5.8 ± 0.9 0.79 ± 0.3 
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W335G 54 ± 4 4.6 ± 0.8 11 ± 2 0.31 ± 0.08 
L348I 23 ± 4 0.5 ± 0.3 46 ± 10 1.5 ± 0.02 
N372R 60 ± 0.8 6.9 ± 0.6 8.7 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 0.3 
D380N 53 ± 0.9 2.5 ± 0.4 21 ± 3 0.69 ± 0.4 
R385N 58 ± 0.8 6.5 ± 0.1 8.9 ± 0.2 0.93 ± 0.2 
D406S 60 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.1 13 ± 0.3 0.82 ± 0.3 
N456H 59 ± 2 8.8 ± 2 6.7 ± 2 1.0 ± 0.6 
IGMAN 11 ± 1 0 ± 0 ω3-specific 0.02 ± 0.02 
IGAN 25 ± 3 0.4 ± 0.1 62 ± 20 0.06 ± 0.06 
IMAN 26 ± 1 0.3 ± 0.1 88 ± 30 0.16 ± 0.2 
IGMA 11 ± 1 0 ± 0 ω3-specific 0.40 ± 0.2 
NL 72 ± 3 18 ± 2 3.9 ± 0.4 2.6 ± 0.7 
DL 72 ± 2 20 ± 2 3.5 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.4 
ND 67 ± 2 14 ± 1 4.8 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.4 
DNL 75 ± 2 24 ± 2 3.1 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.7 
NIWW 58 ± 4 6.2 ± 1 9.3 ± 2 0.24 ± 0.02 
TFSS 53 ± 9 3.4 ± 3 16 ± 2 1.6 ± 0.7 
Table 2.2: The activities of MpΔ6des variants and their relative expression level. 
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2.3 Discussion  
Front-end Δ6 desaturases represent a functionally diverse family of fatty acid 
modifying enzymes that are crucial for the production of physiologically important  
ω3-LCPUFAs in all organism kingdoms. However, little is known about the molecular 
basis of the regioselectivity, the three-dimensional structure and the substrate preferences 
of these front-end desaturases. Consequently, we undertook a consensus mutagenesis 
study to broaden our structure-function understanding of the conserved residues in the 
front-end desaturase family and generated variants with enhanced ω3-specificity or 
ω6-specificity. Taking advantage of the first two available crystal structures of 
membrane-bound desaturases from mammalian organisms (99,100), the results are 
explained in terms of their possible positions and effects of the conserved residues using 
the modelled structures of the cytochrome b5 domain and the desaturase domain of 
MpΔ6des generated by Phyre2. 
2.3.1 The possible role of cytochrome b5 in substrate binding 
The T52R, V74I and M95Y mutants exhibited higher ω3-specificity, suggesting that 
the consensus residues in the fused cytochrome b5 domain have a potential role in  
ω3/ω6-substrate selection, consistent with the domain swapping study by Shi. et al. (123). 
V74I and M95Y are located at the cytochrome b5 domain on the surface surrounding the 
heme-binding groove (Figure 2.8C), on the same protein face that is predicted to be 
involved in electrostatic contact with the desaturase domain (99). V74I is a conservative 
mutation, whereas T52R and M95Y not only created significant steric changes but also 
changed the charge distribution and hydrogen bonding in the proposed interface between 
the cytochrome b5 domain and the desaturase domain. A similar effect was observed from 
D380N, which is located on the surface of the desaturase domain, in close proximity to 
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the possible interface between the two domains (Figure 2.5A). Therefore, these results 
support the proposition that there is a close association between the cytochrome b5 
domain and the desaturase domain (106). 
This finding may be specific to the algal front-end desaturases, as Watanabe et al. 
proposed that the fused cytochrome b5 domain does not contribute to substrate binding 
or regioselectivity in mammalian front-end desaturases (122). 
2.3.2 Functional and structural roles of the helix above substrate entry site 
G221A was able to increase the protein expression and the ω3-preference of 
MpΔ6des by introducing a slightly bulkier side chain at the N-cap of the helix in the CAP 
domain, located immediately above the proposed substrate entrance site  
(Figure 2.5A). The functional role of this helical structure was further supported by the 
observed increase in ω6-specificity of E222D and the significant reduction in the 
desaturation activity by M223W on the same helix (Figure 2.5A and Figure 2.8A). The 
E222D mutation would reduce the structural constraints in the substrate-binding cavity, 
whereas the bulkier tryptophan residue in the M223W mutant would impair substrate 
binding.  
2.3.3 The amphiphilic helix near His box I is important for the expression of 
MpΔ6des 
The amphiphilic helix (AH1) (Figure 2.8B) at the cytosolic side of the second 
transmembrane helix appears to play an important role in the expression of MpΔ6des, as 
the substitution of the 201-SVYV-204 motif in this region with the conserved NIWW 
motif resulted in an obvious decrease in expression. Interestingly, the substitution of 
V202 and Y203 individually by isoleucine and tryptophan respectively resulted in higher 
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expression of MpΔ6des, indicating a potential stabilising effect. The effect of Y203W 
could be explained by a possible optimisation of protein-lipid interaction, which has been 
shown to contribute to the stability of membrane protein in previous research (144). 
However, the effect of V202I on MpΔ6des is more difficult to explain, as this is a 
conservative mutation without significant spatial or charge variation.  
2.3.4 The consensus residues in the predicted helix bundle core exhibited different 
effects on stability 
The observed changes in expression due to the mutations V176I and W335G 
highlight the importance of the transmembrane helix bundle in determining the stability 
of MpΔ6des (Figure 2.8A). V176I in the core of the four-TM structure of MpΔ6des 
resulted in an increase in expression of MpΔ6des, possibility by increasing hydrophobic 
association in the core. However, W335G, located in the same region as V176I, exhibited 
a significant reduction in expression, possibly by creating a space in the helix bundle 
packing and destabilizing the structure of membrane protein (145).  
Optimisation of the interactions in the helical cores of membrane proteins has been 
shown to improve membrane protein stability by promoting membrane protein folding 
(145). Therefore, more research should be done to explore the roles of the residues in the 
transmembrane helices of MpΔ6des in order to increase its expression, which would 
contribute to increasing the yield of the ω3-LCPUFA production in transgenic plants. 
Consensus residues remodel the substrate-binding cavity for higher ω3/w6 specificity 
The results from the two sets of consensus mutations had somewhat opposite effects 
on substrate specificity. Consensus mutations based on all-algae desaturases generally 
reduced desaturation of the ω6-substrate, increasing ω3-specificity. However, several 
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consensus mutations based on the alignment within the Δ6 desaturase clade increased 
desaturation of ω6-substrate and reduced overall specificity. 
The consensus mutations A184G, Q190M and G221A all increased the  
ω3-specificity of MpΔ6des. These residues are clustered on the transmembrane helix, 
along the substrate-binding cavity (Figure 2.5A). A possible effect of these mutations 
could be due to minor modifications of the substrate-binding cavity, resulting in higher 
affinity to the ω3-substrate. In particular, A184G and Q190M are within the modeled 
helix-bundle (in TM2), most likely creating additional space near or just under the 
methyl-end of the fatty acid substrate, thereby affecting ω3/ω6-substrate binding affinity.  
In contrast to the ω3-favouring mutations, the ω6-favouring mutations S201N, 
E222D and A270L are located in the cytosolic region of MpΔ6des (Figure 2.8A). The 
approximate location of A270L could not be found because it is located in a region near 
the substrate entry site that could not be modelled by Phyre2 (143). Such structural 
deviations are found in the cytosolic domain of di-iron centre proteins, which includes a 
diverse array of catalytic activities carried out by the di-iron centre proteins, including 
the fatty acid desaturases and the fatty acid alpha-hydroxylase (146). It is unclear how 
this fragment fits into the cytosolic catalytic domain of the membrane-bound desaturase 
and influences substrate binding. In terms of stability, there is no clear correlation 
between protein expression and the increase in ω6 substrate conversion. The observed 
increase in ω6 substrate conversion is most likely due to deviations in ω3/ω6 substrate 
preference. Furthermore, the observation that the ω3- and ω6-substrate specificities can 
be modulated semi-independently (ω6-substrate specificity was increased by close to  
twofold in DNL with no significant change to ω3-substrate activity) suggests that the 
binding sites for the ω6-substrate and ω3-substrate might not fully overlap. 
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2.3.5 The trade-off between stability and specificity in algal front-end desaturase 
evolution 
In this study, Western blotting has been used to demonstrate the changes in the 
overall protein expression between the MpΔ6des variants and the wild-type MpΔ6des 
protein in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae system. Even though the thermostability changes 
of the consensus mutations have not been determined, an increase in the expression of a 
membrane protein is likely to represent a change in stability.  
A trade-off between expression and substrate preference was observed when 
combining V74I, A184G, Q190M, G221A and D380N (Figure 2.4A and Figure 2.4B). 
All combined variants in the consensus mutation Set I resulted in a significant reduction 
in expression, but high ω3 preference. In addition, the more ω6-specific combined 
variants NL and DNL exhibited higher expression than WT MpΔ6des, further supporting 
the trade-off between ω3-specificity of MpΔ6des and stability. A similar trade-off has 
been reported for laboratory-evolved enzymes (147), in which some stability changes 
could occur alongside substrate specificity change.  
 
2.4 Conclusion 
In this mutagenesis study, we have investigated the effects of amino acid 
substitutions on stability and substrate specificity in the algal front-end desaturase family. 
Our results confirm the importance of residues near the His boxes and alongside the 
modeled substrate-binding cavity for activity and specificity. In addition, we have shown 
how the N-terminal cytochrome b5 domain also contributes to substrate binding in algal 
front-end desaturases, especially the residues in the domain-domain interface. A  
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trade-off between protein stability and ω3-specificity was observed. Interestingly, we 
observe that the separate enzymatic activity on ω3- and ω6-substrates can be modulated 
semi-independently.  
We have also provided a basis for future engineering work, demonstrating that the 
ω3/ω6-specificity of front-end desaturases can be engineered. Indeed, the identification 
of functionally important sites and stabilising/destabilising mutations should facilitate 
rational or semi-rational design of this enzyme in the future. Future work will investigate 
whether the increased specificity observed in these variants in the yeast system can be 
transferred to land plants, in order to yield more active ω3-specific desaturases for the 
large-scale production of ω3 fatty acids.  
 
2.5 Materials and Methods 
2.5.1 Molecular biology  
The previously constructed pYES2–ura plasmid with the MpΔ6des gene cloned 
between KpnI and SacI sites was used as the template to generate the desired single 
mutants (Figure 2.12). Primer pairs were designed according to the QuikChange  
site-directed mutagenesis protocol (148), listed in Supplementary Table S2.2 in Chapter 
2 Supplementary Materials. A T7 primer was used with the anti-sense primer and Gal1 
terminator primer was used with the sense primer of each mutagenesis primer pair to 
generate DNA fragments with the desired mutation in the overlapping region 
(Supplementary Table S2.2). The DNA fragments and the KpnI/SacI-digested pYES2 
vector were assembled using an in-house Gibson assembly kit (149). The resulting coding 
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regions were confirmed by sequencing. The 23 algal Δ6 consensus mutants were 
constructed and cloned by GenScript (China).  
 
Figure 2.12: Plasmid map of pYES-MpΔ6des. The expression of MpΔ6des is 
controlled by a GAL1 promoter. MpΔ6des is inserted into the KpnI and SacI site as 
shown. Origin of replication in E. coli is pUC. Origin of replication in Yeast is 2μ. Selection 
marker in yeast is URA3 and ampicillin resistant gene is the selection marker in E. coli.  
 
The double mutants and triple mutants were synthesized using single variant genes. 
Primers were designed to amplify the DNA regions, which carry the mutations and 
contained overlapping regions with each fragment and pYES2 vector. The DNA 
fragments and KpnI/SacI-digested pYES2 vector were assembled as described above 
(149).  All coding regions were confirmed by sequencing.  
2.5.2 HA tagging of wild-type MpΔ6des and its variants 
Primers were designed to add an influenza haemagluttinin (HA) tag (Figure 2.13) 
onto the N-terminus of WT MpΔ6des (Supplementary Table S2.2) via blunt-end 
ligation. A set of primers was designed to amplify the N-terminus of the HA tagged WT 
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MpΔ6des. This amplicon carrying the HA tag was then assembled with the variant genes 
and the KpnI/SacI-digested pYES2 vector using an in-house Gibson assembly kit. The 
tagged coding regions were confirmed by sequencing. 
 
Figure 2.13: Plasmid map of pYES-HA-MpΔ6des. An HA tag was inserted at the  
N-terminus of the coding region of MpΔ6des. The expression of MpΔ6des is controlled 
by a GAL1 promoter. MpΔ6des is inserted into the KpnI and SacI site as shown. Origin 
of replication in E. coli is pUC. Origin of replication in Yeast is 2μ. Selection marker in 
yeast is URA3 and ampicillin resistant gene is the selection marker in E. coli.  
 
2.5.3 Functional expression in yeast 
The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain that is isogenic to S288C (Mata, SUC2, gal2, 
mal, mel, flo1, flo8-1, hap1, ura3-52) (provided by Mr. Adam White, CSIRO Plant 
Industry) (150) was used throughout this project for the expression of wild-type and 
variants of MpΔ6des. The pYES2-ura yeast expression vector containing the wild-type 
MpΔ6des gene was used for the expression and mutagenesis of the desaturases.  
pYES‐HA‐MpΔ6des
7,311bp
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Yeast expression plasmids were transformed into S. cerevisiae S288C using the 
Yeast-1 transformation kit (Sigma Aldrich, Australia), according to the provided 
protocol. Transformants were screened on yeast minimal growth agar supplemented with 
2% agar, 2% glucose and an amino acid mixture lacking uracil (SC- -Ura Glu). Successful 
transformants were confirmed by colony PCR.  
Starter cultures of S288C transformants were set up in 5 mL of SC- -Ura medium 
supplemented with 2% glucose. After incubation overnight at 28 °C with shaking, yeast 
cells were washed with sterile Milli-Q water. The washed yeast cells were resuspended 
in 5 mL of SC--Ura medium supplemented with 1% Tergitol, 2% galactose, 0.25 mM of 
α-linolenic acid (C18:3n3Δ9,12,15) and 0.25 mM of linoleic acid (C18:2n6Δ9,12) at OD600 
of approximately 0.3. After overnight incubation at 28°C with shaking, the 2 mL of the 
yeast culture was washed with 2 mL of 1% Tergitol, 0.5% Tergitol and Milli-Q water to 
remove non-incorporated free fatty acids. The yeast pellets were freeze-dried for lipid 
analysis. 
2.5.4 Lipid analysis 
Fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) were prepared from the freeze-dried yeast pellets 
by transesterification with 1 mL methylation solution (MeOH:dichloromethane:HCl 
=10:1:1) for 2h at 80 °C. After adding 1 mL of Milli-Q water to each sample, the 
methylated fatty acids were extracted with 0.3 ml of extraction solution 
(hexane:dichloromethane=4:1), samples were dried under nitrogen and resuspended in 25 
μl hexane for GC analysis (20). The conversion efficiency was calculated based on the 
integrated peak area as described previously (20) and normalized using the WT MpΔ6des 
control cells, grown within the same batch.  
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2.5.5 Western blotting  
The remaining 3 mL yeast cultures from the feeding assay were centrifuged and 
resuspended in 100 μL resuspension buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.9, 20 mM glycerol, 1 mM 
DTT).  The cell suspension was mixed with 0.5 mm zirconium oxide beads and lysed 
using a Bullet blender (Next Advance, Cambridge, MA). Cell lysates were collected after 
6 mins centrifugation at 4000g. The total protein concentration of each lysate was 
determined using Coomassie (Bradford) Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific) and 
bovine serum albumin as the standard prior to Western blotting.  
An amount of lysate equivalent to 20 g of total protein was mixed with an equal 
volume of SDS loading buffer (200 mM Tris pH 6.8, 400 mM DTT, 8% SDS, 0.4% 
bromophenol blue, and 40% glycerol). Proteins were separated on a NuPAGE 4-12%  
Bis-Tris Protein Gel (NOVEX, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and transferred to a piece of 
polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) membrane using iBlot2 dry blotting system (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). The membrane was blocked overnight with blocking buffer (3% 
bovine serum albumin in 20 mM Tris, 8% NaCl, 0.1 % Tween 20, pH 7.6) and probed 
with anti-HA antibody (Sigma, H2662) at 1:10,000 dilution in blocking buffer for 2 h. 
The membrane was then washed 5 times with approximately 20 mL TBST (20 mM Tris, 
8% NaCl, 0.1 % Tween 20, pH 7.6) for 5 mins and subsequently probed with  
anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase conjugated antibody (Sigma, A4416) at 1:10,000 
dilution in blocking buffer for 2 h. The membrane was washed as previously described 
and then developed using enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) Prime Western Blotting 
Detection Reagent (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The blot was visualised using 
Amersham Imager 600 and qualitatively analysed using ImageJ (151). The relative 
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expression of each variant was normalized against the WT MpΔ6des expression loaded 
on the same blot.  
2.5.6 Bioinformatics analysis 
MpΔ6des (UniProt ID: C1MMV2) was used as the query sequence and protein basic 
local alignment search tool (BLASTP) was used as the search engine to retrieve 100 
homologous (152) FEs in the non-redundant protein sequence database (129). Sequences 
were aligned with MUltiple Sequence Comparison by Log-Expectation (MUSCLE) 
(153). 
The consensus mutations Set I and Set II are selected based on the amino acid 
alignments of the sequences in the algal front-end desaturase clade (Set I) or the algal Δ6 
desaturase clade (Set II). The consensus residues are determined by simply counting the 
occurrence frequency of amino acids at each position. When there are two amino acids 
presenting at the same frequency, e.g. R105A, where alanine and lysine had equal 
frequency, the residue (alanine) that is part of the most frequent motif at the position 
(AAL) was chosen. 
A phylogenetic tree was constructed using the maximum-likelihood method and 
WAG matrix in Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis program Version 5 (MEGA5) 
(154). The tree was bootstrapped with 100 replicates to provide the confidence of major 
nodes. MpΔ6des sequence was submitted to Phyre2 (143) for homology protein structure 
prediction, with the Homo sapiens acyl-CoA Δ9 desaturase (SCD1, PDB ID: 4ZYO) 
serving as the template structure. Similarly, a homology model of the cytochrome b5 
domain was also generated by Phyre2 using rat outer mitochondrial membrane 
cytochrome b5 domain (PDB ID: 1ICC).  
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Chapter 3 Ancestral protein reconstruction of algal Δ6 desaturases 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the algal Δ6 desaturases, which are a small group of highly 
specialised front-end desaturases (FEs) sharing higher than 60% amino acid identity. The 
Micromonas pusilla Δ6 desaturase (MpΔ6des, UniProte ID: C1MMV2) is one of the algal 
FEs and is specific for the ω3-LCPUFAs precursor, α-linolenic acid (C18:3n3, ALA). 
Therefore, MpΔ6des ensures efficient product flow from Δ6 desaturation to the next 
elongation step in the ω3-LCPUFA synthesis pathway (Figure 1.7) (20,63). 
Ostreococcus tauri Δ6 desaturase (OtΔ6des, Uniprot ID: Q4JDG7) is the only algal Δ6 
FE that is not specific for ω3-substrates (Table 2.1), despite the fact that OtΔ6des and 
MpΔ6des share 64% sequence identity. Instead, OtD6des exhibits high activity with both 
ALA and linoleic acid (C18:2n6, LA, a ω6 fatty acid).  
In Chapter 2, it was shown that several residues (T68, A73, S189 and S398) that are 
unique in OtΔ6des and close to the functionally important regions of the protein do not 
increase the ω6-substrate preference of MpΔ6des. Rather, one of the substitutions, 
D406S, unexpectedly increases the ω3-preference of MpΔ6des by reducing the 
desaturation activity with the ω6-substrate, LA. This result further emphasises the 
complexity of the evolution of ω3/ω6-specificity in these algal FEs.  
Based on the mutagenesis study in Chapter 2, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
substrate specificity of each Δ6 desaturase is likely to be determined by multiple  
co-evolving residues, which are difficult to identify by incorporating single residue 
substitutions. It is necessary to analyse the algal desaturases as a whole instead of looking 
at the individual conserved residues. Thus, this chapter considers ancestral protein 
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reconstruction. The function and expression of the inferred ancestral protein is compared 
with MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des to determine the functional divergence from the putative 
common ancestor of the algal Δ6 FEs. Since the expression level is a rate-limiting factor 
in the ω3-LCPUFAs biosynthesis in transgenic plants, the expression of the inferred 
ancestor is also compared to MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des to determine if the ancestor could be 
a more stable variant that might be useful for the future engineering of a thermostable and 
ω3-specific Δ6 desaturase.  
3.1.1 Ancestral resurrection as a method for generating thermophilic protein 
Ancestral protein reconstruction has been used as a method to improve the expression 
level and thermostability of proteins [reviewed in (155)]. This method is based on the 
assumption that organisms evolved from a common thermophilic ancestor living in a hot 
environment. An example is the construction of the more thermostable  
3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (ICDH) using thermophilic proteins isolated from the 
extremely thermophilic bacterium Thermus thermophiles (156). Half of the residues in 
the putative ancestral thermophilic protein demonstrated moderate to high stabilizing 
effect without affecting enzymatic activity. Furthermore, when the ancestral method was 
compared with the consensus approach, the ancestral protein approach had a similar 
success rate and demonstrated overlapping mutation selections (156).  
When there is no known thermophilic homolog in a protein family, phylogenetic 
analysis is used to identify and infer the evolution of a particular protein under study, 
which is then used to infer the possible amino acid sequence of the ancestral protein. This 
usually involves collecting and aligning the related proteins, gene sequences or amino 
acid sequences. A phylogenetic analysis is performed based on the alignment, from which 
the ancestral sequence is calculated by estimating the probability for one amino acid to 
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be present at a position. This method is based on the supplied alignment and the position 
of the ancestral node in relationship to modern proteins in the maximum likelihood 
phylogenetic tree (157). 
The successful application of ancestral protein reconstruction has supported the 
hypothesis of the thermophilic origin of protein families. In the bacterial elongation factor 
Tu family, it has been demonstrated that there is a clear association between the 
thermostabilities of the inferred ancestors and the proposed climate temperature of those 
ancestors, and the progressive reduction of the ancestral thermostability correlates with 
the cooling of the environmental temperature (158).  
An accurate ancestral reconstruction depends on an accurate sequence alignment. 
When selecting sequences for phylogenetic analysis, care must be taken to avoid long 
branches. This is because they can cause incorrect sequence prediction and a high 
proportion of relatively neutral hydrophobic residues, and may not recapitulate the real 
ancestral form (157). It is also possible that the inferred ancestor is not a genuine ancestor, 
but a consensus representative of a group of proteins before further divergence (157). On 
the other hand, a recent review has emphasised that more recent ancestors are unlikely to 
demonstrate higher thermostability due to the complexity of the changes in 
thermostability during the evolution of protein families (159). Hence, the thermostability 
of the generated ancestors also depends on their relative positioning in their evolutionary 
history.  
The advantages of the ancestral reconstruction approach overshadow its limitations, 
and make it distinct from the consensus mutagenesis approach in Chapter 2. One 
advantage is that this method takes all sites into account rather than a few conserved 
residues, and additional stabilising substitutions can be revealed in the variable region. 
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An example is the case of peroxidase, where consensus mutagenesis only marginally 
improved the protein stability because the conserved residues in this protein family are 
more important for the function than maintaining the protein scaffold (127). Another 
advantage is that it can help to elucidate the evolutionary events that allowed the protein 
to adopt different functions, as in the case of the evolutionary study of galectins (160). 
Two types of galectins are involved in a number of different cellular activities, such as 
cell adhesion, differentiation and biodefense, and they differ by their distinct  
ligand-binding site and the stability of the oligomers of galectins (160). Through ancestral 
reconstruction, the divergence was found to be due to differential adaptation after an 
earlier gene duplication event for different physiological requirements (127). In this case, 
the underlying reasoning of the functional divergence could be easily detected by 
sequence and structural comparisons.  
3.1.2 The ancestor of FEs is a Δ6 desaturase 
Based on their metabolic functions, it is logical to believe that the Δ4 and Δ5 
desaturases evolved later than the Δ6 desaturases, because they catalyse reactions at later 
stages than Δ6 desaturation in the ω3-LCPUFAs synthesis pathway (Figure 1.7). This is 
supported by the assumption that the evolution of the ω3-LCPUFAs synthesis pathway is 
more likely to fit the patchwork model proposed by Ycas in 1974 (161) than the 
retrograde hypothesis proposed by Horowitz in 1945 (162). The fundamental difference 
between the two hypotheses is whether there is abundant end-product and substrate 
intermediates in the environment prior to the emergence of the synthesis pathway (163). 
It is unlikely that there are abundant highly unsaturated lipids in the environment without 
the involvement of enzymes, and it is clear that the saturated short-chain lipids could be 
naturally and chemically synthesized in the early earth environment (164,165). Hence, 
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the key enzymes of the ω3-LCPUFAs are likely to have emerged in a forward direction 
from a functionally promiscuous enzyme, and provided its descendants with the ability 
to modulate their membrane lipid contents and acquire higher fitness to environmental 
temperature changes.  
In addition, in a previous phylogenetic analysis, the FE desaturases have been 
resolved into three major clades with mixed regioselectivity, where Δ6 desaturases are 
present in all clades (111). The animal clade is well separated from the others, because 
the animal Δ5 and Δ6 desaturases share high sequence identity (122). This is indicative 
of a divergence event in the animal kingdom. Indeed, a bioinformatics analysis along with 
the identification of a bi-functional Δ5/6 FE in zebrafish is in line with this idea (59). 
Meanwhile, a similar evolutionary relationship has been found in the higher plant FEs, 
with the conclusion that sphingolipid Δ8 desaturases may have descended from 
phospholipid Δ6 desaturases (115). Since Δ6 desaturation is the only shared 
regioselectivity between the subfamilies of FEs, Δ6 desaturation is likely to represent the 
function of the most ancestral form of FEs (Figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3.1: Schematic presentation of the proposed evolution of the 
regioselectivity of FEs. It is speculated that the most ancestral form of FE is a Δ6 
desaturase, which gave rise to the ancestral algal Δ6 desaturase, the ancestral animal 
Δ6 desaturase and the ancestral plant Δ6 desaturase. The descendants of the ancestors 
of the three subfamilies adapted different regioselectivities.  
 
The evolution of the diverse lipid substrate preference in FEs is not well understood. 
FEs in animals are most likely to be acyl-CoA specific, whereas most higher plant FEs 
are either acyl-PC or sphingolipid specific. Marine algae FEs are found to be either  
acyl-CoA specific or glycerolipid specific (20,112,166), and it is the acyl-CoA 
desaturases that have been used to increase production of endogenous ω3-LCPUFAs in 
recombinant protein systems (20,63,120)  
The desaturases discussed in this chapter were isolated from different marine green 
algae. Micromonas pusilla is one of the smallest marine algae species in the order of 
Mamiellales, which includes both Micromonas and Ostreococcus. Mamiellales are 
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photosynthetic unicellular picoeukaryotes with a single chloroplast and mitochondrion, 
and have a global distribution (167,168). The evolution of photosynthetic eukaryotic 
organisms supposedly began when a protist engulfed a cyanobacterium one billion years 
ago and gave rise to the ancestral green algae (169). One of the important features of the 
green algae is that they are capable of evolving rapidly to acclimate to their habitats 
(170,171); for example, by changing their genomic content, gene expression, fatty acid 
desaturation level and nutrient utilization (170,172). The OtΔ6des was isolated from 
Ostreococcus tauri RCC745, which was collected from the Mediterranean Sea where the 
sea water temperature fluctuates between 18°C and 28°C (173). MpΔ6des, on the other 
hand, was cloned from Micromonas pusilla CCPM1545, which was collected from the 
English Channel where the sea temperature fluctuates between 6°C and 18°C (170,174). 
We questioned whether the ω3-specificity of MpΔ6des is an inherited feature or the result 
of an environmentally-driven derived characteristic.   
 
3.1.3 Chapter objectives 
In this study, ancestral protein reconstruction of the algal front-end Δ6 desaturases 
was performed using the closely related algal desaturases, in order to understand the 
evolution of the ω3/ω6-specificity of algal Δ6 desaturases. The expression of the ancestor 
was compared with MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des to determine if it is more stable and therefore 
suitable to be used in the future engineering of a more efficient ω3-LCPUFA synthesis 
pathway. 
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3.2 Results  
3.2.1 Phylogenetic analysis 
To reconstruct an ancestor of the algal front-end Δ6 desaturases that best represents 
the likely ancestral substrate preference and activity characteristics, we obtained protein 
sequences that share high homology with the characterised contemporary algal Δ6 
desaturase MpΔ6des. After sequence curation to remove partial sequences and highly 
similar sequences (higher than 90% identity), the remaining 57 close homologues were 
utilised to reconstruct the phylogeny of the closely related FEs using  
maximum-likelihood methods (175) (The complete list of sequences is included in the 
Chapter 3 Supplementary Materials, Supplementary Tables S3.1 and S3.2).  
This unrooted phylogenetic tree was constructed using the maximum-likelihood 
method with LG rate matrix. The phylogenetic tree showed that the evolutionary 
relationships of the Δ6 desaturases from different organisms are well clustered and 
supported by high bootstrap values at major nodes (Figure 3.2). The topology of the 
presented phylogenetic tree can be regarded as reliable because different substitution 
models did not give rise to alternative overall tree topology (presented in Chapter 3 
Supplementary Materials, Supplementary Figure S3.1). The grouping of FEs from algae 
with those from unicellular parasitic eukaryotes is consistent with the proposed 
evolutionary origin of parasitic apicomplexans from green algae (176). Furthermore, the 
overall topology of the phylogeny done in this study is in agreement with an earlier 
phylogenetic analysis of FEs of algae and unicellular parasites (113). Fungal Δ6 
desaturases clustered with a number of higher animal Δ6 desaturases (the FAD1s and 
FAD2s), suggesting that they are closely related. Algal Δ4 desaturases formed a distinct 
group clearly separated from the others, in agreement with their distinct regioselectivity 
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and substrate preference, which is not present in the other organisms. This implies that 
the Δ4 desaturases diverged from the common ancestor of the algal desaturases and 
adapted the specific function that is required in the algae. 
This phylogenetic tree is left unrooted for two reasons. Firstly, the evolutionary 
origin of this fusion FE family is unclear (106). Secondly, the other major families of 
membrane-bound desaturases, such as the Methyl-end desaturases and the First 
desaturases share very low sequence identity with the FE family, making them unsuitable 
as the out-group. In addition, in the absence of a known structure in every major 
membrane-bound desaturase family, it is difficult to accurately align members of the 
Methyl-end desaturase or First desaturase family with the FEs.  
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Figure 3.2: Reconstruction of ancestral algal Δ6 desaturase. A. This unrooted tree 
was constructed using MEGA v.6. The analysis demonstrated the clear separation of 
algae, yeast and animal desaturases. A list of the included desaturase proteins is in the 
Chapter 3 Supplementary Materials (Supplementary Table S3.2). The bootstrap values 
(100 bootstrap repetitions) of major nodes are denoted. The identity of the protein at 
each node is presented using its UniProt ID. MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des are denoted for 
clarity. B. Posterior probability distribution of the inferred ancestor ANC175. 
 
 The ancestral node in blue in Figure 3.2 (ANC175), which gave rise to the algal 
Δ6 desaturase descendants, is the focus of this study (Figure 3.2A). The ancestral 
sequence at this node of the generated phylogenetic tree was inferred using the maximum 
likelihood method. This node has a bootstrap value of 100 and represents the ancestor 
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prior to or close to the emergence of ω3/ω6-substrate specificity divergence, because the 
algal Δ5 desaturases in the neighbouring clade are not believed to be specific for ω3/ω6 
substrates (20). Thus, this ancestor is likely to provide an estimation of the possible 
substrate preference and expression profile of the common ancestor of algal FE Δ5/Δ6 
desaturases. The coding DNA sequence of ANC175 is provided in the Chapter 3 
Supplementary Materials. As shown in Table 3.1, ANC175 shares at least 78% sequence 
identity with most of the six modern algal Δ6 desaturases and is the most similar to 
MpΔ6des (UniProt ID: C1MMV2).  
 ANC175 C1MMV2 (MpΔ6des) C1E5W1 B5DC83 
Q4JDG7 
(OtΔ6des) G2J5R1 K8ER87 
ANC175 100% 87% 80% 78% 80% 82% 68% 
C1MMV2 - 100% 84% 81% 71% 66% 61% 
C1E5W1 - - 100% 84% 70% 73% 65% 
B5DC83 - - - 100% 71% 70% 65% 
Q4JDG7 - - - - 100% 76% 61% 
G2J5R1 - - - - - 100% 65% 
K8ER87 - - - - - - 100% 
Table 3.1: The amino acid sequence identity between ANC175 and each of its 
descendants and the amino acid sequence identities between the modern algal Δ6 
desaturases. The UniProt IDs were used to present the identity of the proteins.  
 
Due to the low sequence conservation at the N-terminus of the simple eukaryotic 
desaturases, the inferred sequence at the N-terminus was unlikely to be reliable, especially 
since there is no known structure to guide sequence curation in this region. Therefore, the 
segment M1-W54 of MpΔ6des was used to replace the corresponding  
N-terminal region on ANC175 (Figure 3.6). This replacement should not significantly 
alter the substrate preference or the activity of the synthesized ancestral protein, since 
previous mutagenesis studies have not suggested a substrate-binding role for the  
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N-terminal region of the fused cytochrome b5 domain (including the mutagenesis study 
in Chapter 2), and it is the most diverse region along the length of algal desaturases 
(121,123). Minor sequence editing of ANC175 was performed to manually remove 
uncommon insertions based on the sequence alignment used to generate ANC175.  
The mean posterior probability (PPs) for ANC175 was 0.90. The PPs of the residues 
in the functionally important three conserved His box regions were very high (PP>0.999). 
78% of the inferred ancestral sequence had PP estimates higher or equal to 0.999 (Figure 
3.2B). Thus, the inferred ancestor ANC175 is likely to present a plausible representative 
of the ancestral algal Δ6 desaturase.  
 
3.2.2 Desaturation activity and expression of ANC175 at different temperatures  
The synthetic gene encoding ANC175, with a human influenza hemagglutinin (HA) 
tag at the N-terminus was cloned into the yeast expression vector pYES2 and expressed 
in the isogenic S288C yeast strain (150). The expressions of ANC175, MpΔ6des and 
OtΔ6des in yeast were induced at 18 ºC for 24 h. Expression comparison showed that 
three proteins expressed full-length protein at approximately 53 kDa (Figure 3.3). The 
presence of a full-length functional protein of OtΔ6des is similar to the MpΔ6des 
expression level, whereas ANC175 showed higher expression. The HA-tagged MpΔ6des, 
OtΔ6des and ANC175 have the theoretical molecular weights of 54kDa, 53kDa and 
54kDa respectively. However, the apparent molecular weight of OtΔ6des is higher than 
that of MpΔ6des and ANC175. One possible explanation for this is that the protein has 
migrated abnormally in the SDS-PAGE experiment due to different protein-detergent 
(SDS) contacts (177). There is known to be a negative correlation between SDS 
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absorption to a protein molecule and its rate of migration on a SDS-PAGE gel, and SDS 
absorption is associated with the hydropathy and helicity of a protein (177). Hence, the 
slower migration of OtΔ6des in comparison to MpΔ6des may indicate that they are 
slightly different in their helical conformations or hydropathy.  
 
Figure 3.3. Representative Western blots of MpΔ6des, OtΔ6des and ANC175 
induced at 18 ºC for 24 h. The Western blots (A) at 18 ºC with the qualitative 
measurements of their relative expressions (B), calculated by using ImageJ (151) in the 
lower panel.  
 
To determine if MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des have evolved to acclimate to their habitats, 
their activities were tested at 18°C and 28°C after overnight induction at 28 °C. The 
results under these experimental conditions showed that MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des reached 
higher ALA conversion efficiencies (61  5% and 59  11%, respectively) than ANC175 
(20  7%, p<0.005) 1 h after substrates were introduced at 28 °C (Figure 3.4A). OtΔ6des 
also exhibited higher LA conversion efficiency (39%  10%, p<0.05) than MpΔ6des and 
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ANC175 (10%  3% and 10  3% respectively). Similar results were obtained from the 
three desaturase genes at 18 °C (Figure 3.4B), suggesting that MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des 
are enzymatically more active than ANC175.  
In terms of substrate specificity, ANC175 consistently exhibits moderate ω3 
preference (Table 3.2) in comparison to MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des. MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des 
exhibited conversion efficiencies that are consistent with the literature (20,112), in that 
MpΔ6des had high ω3-preference with an ω3/ω6-substrate conversion ratio of 
approximately 6, whereas the ω3/ω6-substrate conversion ratio of OtΔ6des was 
approximately 1.5. Incubation temperature had no effect on the ω3/ω6-preferences of the 
desaturases.  
 
Variant 
ω3/ω6-substrate preference ratio 
18 C 28 C 
MpΔ6des 6.3  0.4 6.4  1.2 
OtΔ6des 1.8  0.4 1.5  0.1 
ANC175 2.9  0.4 3.1  0.2 
Table 3.2: The ω3/ω6 substrate desaturation efficiency ratios of MpΔ6des, 
OtΔ6des and ANC175. The ratios were calculated by dividing the ALA substrate 
conversion efficiency by the LA substrate conversion efficiency from Figure 3.3A and 
Figure 3.3B.  
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Figure 3.4: Δ6 desaturation activity of MpΔ6des, OtΔ6des and ANC175. The substrate 
conversion efficiency was calculated from the relative amounts of product and substrate of total 
lipid according to the formula: product/(product+substrate)×100. The activities were then 
normalized against their expression profile. The error bars are the standard deviations in at least 
three independent trials. A and B. The Δ6 desaturases were assayed in yeast competition assay 
as described in Methods and Materials at 18 ºC (panel A) and 28 ºC (panel B). C. The substrate 
conversions of MpΔ6des, OtΔ6des and ANC175 in the presence of the exogenous substrates 
(0.25 mM of ALA and LA) along with the endogenous substrates (C16:0, C16:1, C18:1). The cells 
were collected 48 h after the addition of exogenous substrates. D, E, F and G. The representative 
GC traces of the substrate specificity experiments of MpΔ6des, OtΔ6des and ANC175 with the 
desaturation products labelled by numbers: 1, C16:1n10 Δ6; 2, C16:2n7 Δ6,9; 3, C18:3n6 Δ6,9,12; 4, 
C18:4n3 Δ6,9,12,15; 5, C18:1n12 Δ6; 6, C18:2n9 Δ6,9.  
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3.2.3 Substrate specificity comparison 
The 48 h feeding assay performed with ω3- and ω6-substrates of MpΔ6des, OtΔ6des 
and ANC175 at 18 °C gave rise to new product peaks from endogenous yeast lipids 
(Figure 3.4 D, E, F and G) and revealed that their substrate length preference differs. As 
shown in Figure 3.4C, Table 3.3, MpΔ6des demonstrated apparent substrate conversions 
of palmitic acid (C16:0) and palmitoleic acid (C16:1n7 Δ9), (6.9  0.1% and 11.3  0.5% 
respectively) and almost negligible conversion of oleic acid (C18:1n9Δ9, 0.5  0.03%) 
(Figure 3.4C). ANC175 demonstrated similar preference for C16 substrates, but the 
overall desaturation activity was lower with C16:0 and C16:1 (2.1  0.2% and 3.4  0.3% 
respectively). In contrast, OtΔ6des preferentially utilised C18:1 (2.0  0.4% conversion), 
but demonstrated very low activity with C16:0 and C16:1 (0.4  0.03% and 0.4  0.06% 
respectively). 
 MpΔ6des OtΔ6des ANC175 
C16:0 6.9  0.1% 0.4  1.2% 2.1  0.2% 
C16:1 11.3  0.5% 0.4  0.04% 3.4  0.3% 
C18:1 0.5  0.03% 2.0  0.2% 0.6  0.3% 
Table 3.3: The Δ6 desaturation of endogenous yeast substrates by MpΔ6des, 
OtΔ6des and ANC175. The ratios were calculated by dividing the ALA substrate 
conversion efficiency by the LA substrate conversion efficiency from Figure 3.2A and 
Figure 3.2B.  
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3.2.4 Sequence comparison 
ANC175 appeared to be expressed at a higher level than OtΔ6des and MpΔ6des and 
resembled MpΔ6des in its preference for ALA over LA, but was less active overall. It is 
important to compare their sequences to identify the sequence differences underlying the 
observed expression, kinetic and substrate preference differences. The amino acid 
sequences were compared closely with the modelled structures of MpΔ6des as a structural 
reference. The residues surrounding the di-iron centre are more conserved than the rest 
of the protein, because they are crucial for the catalytic function of fatty acid desaturation 
(94,96,97,123,178,179). The residues that are not conserved in MpΔ6des, OtΔ6des and 
ANC175 are highlighted on the modelled structure of MpΔ6des (Figure 3.5A). The 
varied positions (excluding the poorly conserved N-terminus and C-terminus) are more 
clustered in the region just after the cytochrome b5 domain, the region between TM1 and 
TM2, and the cytoplasmic region upstream of TM3, TM3 and TM4 (Figure 3.6). These 
regions are known to play significant roles in shaping the substrate binding cavity and 
substrate preferences (100,123). Looking at the structure and the varied positions closely, 
there are variable residues in proximity to the substrate binding cavity that are conserved 
in MpΔ6des and ANC175, but are not present in OtΔ6des. T219 (numbering is based on 
MpΔ6des sequence) is in proximity to the substrate entry site, thus it is not likely to 
directly affect the binding of the methyl-end of the substrate to the desaturase. V317I 
appears to be a neutral substitution in MpΔ6des (Chapter 2). Therefore, G179, A180, 
S314, N341, I343 and M346 are likely to contribute to the observed ω3-preference and 
preference substrate length differences between MpΔ6des/ANC175 and OtΔ6des (Figure 
3.5B).  
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In terms of the expression differences, the segment 201-SVYV-204 (present in 
ANC175) on the amphiphilic helix has been shown to have a possible stabilising role in 
MpΔ6des in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3. This motif is different in OtΔ6des. The other 
possible stabilising/destabilising substitutions are more difficult to identify, because both 
surface residues and the residues in the helix-helix interface can affect membrane protein 
stability (131,138).  
 
 
Figure 3.5: Homology model of MpΔ6des. The cytosolic side is on top. A. The residues 
that are not conserved in MpΔ6des, OtΔ6des and ANC175 are in orange. B. G179, A180, 
T219, S314, V317, N341, I343, A344 and M346 (magenta) are conserved in MpΔ6des 
and OtΔ6des, but are different in ANC175. The conserved histidine residues are in red. 
C. S109 on the modelled cytochrome b5 domain of MpΔ6des. The heme molecule was 
docked into the heme-binding cavity of the homology model.   
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Figure 3.6: Sequence comparison of MpΔ6des, ANC175 and OtΔ6des. Conserved 
residues are shaded in black. The functionally important heme-binding domains, His box 
I, II and III are underlined. The putative transmembrane helices TM1, TM2, TM3 and 
TM4 are denoted by thin black outlined columns under the alignment.  
 
3.3 Discussion 
Marine green microalgae are the primary source of ω3-LCPUFAs, and the key 
enzymes that ensure the efficient production of ω3-LCPUFAs instead of ω6-LCPUFAs 
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are the ω3-specific front-end acyl-CoA dependent Δ6 desaturases, such as MpΔ6des 
(20,120). Because of the important role of algal Δ6 desaturases in ω3-LCPUFAs, 
researchers have been interested in understanding the molecular basis underlying the  
ω3-specificity of this desaturase protein family. The capability of microalgae to actively 
acclimate to their habitat is evidenced in their highly divergent genomes and their rapid 
physiological responses to environmental changes (170,180-182). By performing 
ancestral protein reconstruction of the algal Δ6 desaturases, a moderately active and  
ω3-specific ancestral Δ6 desaturase was generated with moderate expression in yeast. 
This is the first known successful attempt at implementing ancestral protein 
reconstruction on an integral membrane protein family in the absence of the known 
structure of a close homologue. 
3.3.1 The divergence driven by habitat temperature difference 
Ancestral protein reconstruction was done to infer the common ancestor of the algal 
Δ6 desaturases (ANC175) (Figure 3.2). ANC175 is a moderately active ω3-specific 
enzyme and its expression was higher than MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des, although its activity 
was less than both. Even though the expression level might not directly reflect the 
differences in protein thermostability, it is an indication that ANC175 is more stable than 
the wild-type proteins and can accumulate at higher levels in the yeast expression system.  
In terms of ω3/ω6 substrate preference, ANC175 resembles MpΔ6des, albeit with a 
less pronounced ω3-preference. In terms of endogenous fatty acids, ANC175 also shows 
a substrate preference towards the yeast endogenous C16 substrates rather than C18 
substrates, similar to MpΔ6des. This distinguishes ANC175 from OtΔ6des and implies 
that the ω3-specificity of algal Δ6 desaturases is a property present in the likely ancestor 
of these algae. MpΔ6des has subsequently evolved to be more ω3-specific, possibly for 
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maintaining membrane lipid fluidity in the cold conditions in which M. pusila is primarily 
found (183-185) and most likely contributed to the high ω3/ω6 ratio of the LCPUFAs of 
M. pusilla, the highest of the algae studies so far (186,187). In contrast, O. tauri, which 
inhabits a warmer environment (the Mediterranean Sea), where lipid fluidity is less of a 
concern, appears to have evolved OtΔ6des, which has higher activity with ω6-fatty acids 
because it presumably is under less selective pressure to retain the high ω3-specificity of 
the Δ6 desaturase from its progenitor (188,189). For photosynthetic organisms, efficient 
enzyme turnover is dependent on a number of protein synthesis enzymes (46). An 
increased level of unsaturated fatty acids in the membrane is a known response to high 
salt environments, and can maintain the function of the protein synthesis system and 
protect the photosynthesis machinery (44-46). Furthermore, excess photoassimilates are 
stored in the form of polyunsaturated fatty acids as a means of preventing oxidative stress 
under high light exposure (190-194). These selective pressures could underpin the 
increased efficiency of ω6-fatty acid desaturation (and therefore greater total unsaturated 
fatty acids production) in OtΔ6des. Although incorporation of the less flexible ω6-fatty 
acids will result in a reduction in membrane fluidity, the higher temperatures in the 
Mediterranean Sea will likely mitigate these effects. Accordingly, it is reasonable to 
propose that the high salt concentration and high light of the Mediterranean Sea have 
driven the divergence of the O. tauri Δ6 desaturase for high salt, high light and 
temperature tolerance. To verify this scenario, a fitness test could be performed, in which 
both O .tauri and the M. pusilla would be subjected to two culturing conditions that 
mimics the conditions in the Mediterranean Sea or the English Channel, and compare the 
difference of fitness (such as growth rate and biomass) of M. pusilla and O. tauri in the 
presence and absence of high salt and high illuminance condition.  
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3.3.2 The residues that affect ω3/ω6-specificity 
The catalytic active site is highly conserved in the three Δ6 desaturases tested in this 
study, as shown by the sequence comparison (Figure 3.6). Therefore, it is unlikely that 
the differences in stability or activity are due to conformational changes in the active site, 
although the possibility cannot be excluded. A number of residues are conserved between 
MpΔ6des and ANC175 in the helical core, but are different in OtΔ6des (Figure 3.5B). 
This highlights that variable residues are likely to contribute to substrate selection and the 
ability to extend the substrate cavity to accept the slightly straighter/longer acyl tail of the 
ω6-substrate better than the other algal Δ6 FEs. T219 is located very close to the substrate 
entry site. The substitution of T219 with a glycine could create additional space at the 
substrate entry site and thereby influence substrate recognition. The roles of the 
substitutions in the helical core, such as G179 and A180, with bulkier residues of alanine 
and cysteine respectively could create spatial hindrance in the helical core that may result 
in destabilization of the helix-helix interaction (Figure 3.5B), which is essential for 
integral membrane stability (195). N341, I343 and A344 are on the TM4 lining the 
substrate-binding pocket. The conservative substitutions N341S, I343V and A344S could 
reshape the substrate-binding cavity and affect the ω3-/ω6-specificity of the desaturases, 
as shown previously in the plant soluble desaturase and the human SCD1 in the past 
(74,100).  
It is difficult to identify residues that may improve ANC175 activity, because most 
of the varied residues are located away from the catalytic site. There are only two residues 
(S109 and A249) that are conserved in OtΔ6des and MpΔ6des but are not present in 
ANC175. A249L is located at an amphaphilic helix (Figure 3.6B), and S109 is located 
in the cytochrome b5 domain on the surface of this domain (Figure 3.6C). It is unclear 
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whether they are responsible for the difference in the catalytic activity between the 
contemporary desaturases (MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des) and the ancestral protein ANC175. 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
The experimental comparison between OtΔ6des, ANC175 and MpΔ6des in model 
yeast expression system suggests that the contemporary algal Δ6 desaturases have 
diverged from the ancestral protein in terms of their ω3/ω6-substrate preference and 
protein expression levels. It appears that OtΔ6des has evolved enhanced activity towards 
ω6-substrates, possibly as a consequence of the higher temperature, high osmotic pressure 
and high illumination habitat of the Mediterranean Sea. This chapter reveals the possible 
characteristics of the ancestor of algal Δ6 desaturases. Even though it is impossible to 
address the roles of every varied residue, the result could serve as the foundation for 
narrowing down the specific residues that can affect ω3/ω6 substrate preferences, 
substrate chain length or protein stability. Further site-directed mutagenesis studies and 
the characterization in their native algal expression systems are needed to reliably assign 
roles to the identified residues. Finally, a more highly expressed, and potentially more 
stable membrane bound desaturase was produced, which could serve as a scaffold for 
future engineering attempts.  
 
3.5 Materials and Methods 
3.5.1 Bioinformatics analysis and structural modelling 
MpΔ6des (UniProt ID: C1MMV2) was used as the query sequence and BLASTP 
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was used as the search engine to retrieve 100 homologues of front-end desaturases in the 
non-redundant protein sequence database (152). After the sequence set was processed 
using the CD-HIT suite (196) to remove sequences with more than 90% sequence 
identity, duplicate sequences and highly similar sequences were removed. The number of 
sequences was reduced to 57, which were aligned with the MUSCLE algorithm (153) in 
the MEGA6 program (175). 
A phylogenetic tree was constructed using the maximum-likelihood method 
implemented by the MEGA6 program (175). The phylogenetic tree was constructed using 
the maximum likelihood method with LG rate matrix, and bootstrapped with 100 
replicates. The ancestral protein was constructed from the phylogenetic tree using the 
empirical Bayesian method that is implemented in the PAML4 software package (197).  
MpΔ6des sequence was submitted to Phyre2 (143) for homology protein structure 
prediction, in which Homo sapiens acyl-CoA desaturase (PDB ID: 4ZYO) was selected 
as the template structure to model the desaturase domain. The cytochrome b5 domain was 
modeled using the rat microsomal cytochrome b5 domain (PDB ID: 1ICC) as the template 
in Phyre2 (143).  
3.5.2 Molecular biology 
The HA tagged OtΔ6des gene (Uniprot ID: Q4JDG7) and ANC175 gene were 
synthesized by IDT (USA) and were codon optimised for S. cerevisiae expression. The 
genes were ordered with flanking regions at either end of the gene for homologous 
recombination into the pYES2 –ura vector, which is linearized by KpnI/SacI-digestion. 
The sequences of the ordered DNA fragments are provided in the Chapter 3 
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Supplementary Materials. The synthesized gene fragment and the linearized vector were 
assembled using an in-house Gibson assembly kit (149). 
3.5.3 Functional expression in yeast for kinetic comparison 
The kinetic comparison of the synthesized ANC175 with OtΔ6des and MpΔ6des was 
tested using the yeast competition assay as described in Chapter 2 section 2.5.3 except 
that the transformants were grown in the induction culture (SC--Ura medium 
supplemented with 2% Galactose) overnight without the presence of lipid substrates. The 
yeast cells were collected by centrifugation at 5000g for 1 minute. Then cells were 
resuspended in 5 ml of induction medium supplemented with 1% Tergitol (Sigma), 2% 
Galactose, 0.25 mM ALA (C18:3n-3Δ9, 12, 15) and 0.25 mM LA (C18:2n-6Δ9, 12) at OD600 
of approximately 0.3. The cultures were then cultured at 18°C or 28°C with shaking for 
1h, and 2 mL of the yeast cultures were collected, washed and freeze-dried as described 
in Chapter section 2.5.3. for lipid extraction and analysis (see section 2.5.5 for details).  
The substrate preference difference assays were performed as in the kinetic assay 
except that the cultures were incubated at 18°C for 48 h.  
3.5.4 Western blotting for expression comparison 
Expression cultures were set up as the induction cultures as above except that two 
identical cultures were prepared for each gene. Cultures were incubated at 18°C for  
16 h. 3 ml of each culture was collected and resuspended in 100 μL resuspension buffer 
(50 mM Tris pH 7.9, 20 mM glycerol, 1 mM DTT). Cell lysates were prepared and the 
total protein concentration of each lysate was determined as described in section 2.5.5. 
The extracted lysates were subjected to Western blotting in order to compare the 
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expression of the protein in relation to the extant desaturases MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des as 
described in section 2.5.5.  
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Chapter 4  The molecular basis underlying the diverse substrate head-
group specificity of membrane-bound desaturases  
Unlike soluble desaturases, which are acyl-acyl carrier protein (acyl-ACP) specific, 
membrane-bound desaturases exhibit a wide range of lipid substrate preferences 
including acyl-CoAs, sphingolipids (SP), phospholipids (PL) and glycerolipids (GL). The 
lipid substrates differ in their lipid head-groups as explained in Chapter 1 section 1.1, 
which in turn determines the physiological roles of these lipids. In addition, the number 
of acyl-groups attached to a lipid head-group also differs between different lipids. Only 
one acyl-group could be present on each CoA moiety, whereas phospholipids carry two 
acyl-groups on the sn1 and sn2 position of the glycerol backbone (Figure 4.1). 
Sphingolipids are able to present one acyl-group on each hydrophobic base (ceramide), 
which already present a long hydrocarbon chain. Because of the obvious structural 
deviations between different types of lipids, it is highly plausible that different modes of 
lipid substrate-desaturase binding exist.  
Front-end desaturases (FEs) are one of the major classes of membrane bound 
desaturases that are capable of introducing carbon double bonds into unsaturated lipid 
substrates between an existing double bond and the carboxyl group. Accordingly, they 
have been the focus of metabolic engineering for recombinant polyunsaturated fatty acid 
production (198). It was found that the varied substrate preference of the front-end 
desaturases is the root cause of the substrate dichotomy bottleneck in the ω3-LCPUFAs 
biosynthesis pathway (Figure 1.7) (20,63,64). This is because some Δ6 desaturases 
utilise acyl-phosphatidylcholine (acyl-PC), a type of phospholipid, substrates, whereas 
the elongases at the next step utilise acyl-CoA substrates (120). Thus, for acyl-PC specific 
Δ6 desaturases, the product of the Δ6 desaturation has to be converted into an acyl-CoA 
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molecule by an acyltransferease, which limits the metabolic flux in the recombinant  
ω3-LCPUFA biosynthesis pathway in plants (120). 
 
Figure 4.1: The chemical structures of glycerophospholipid (A), acyl-Coenzyme A 
(B), sphingolipid (SP) (C), phosphatidycholine as a major phospholipid (PC) (D) 
and monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG) (E). The acyl groups are coloured red. 
The X head-group on the glycerophospholipid backbone varies between different 
classes with the structure of PC given as an example. The different classes of 
glycerophospholipids are depicted in Figure 1.2.  
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 Protein sequence similarity networks (SSNs) for protein function 
determination 
For a very diverse protein family, constructing a high quality multiple sequence 
alignment can be challenging (199). This limits our ability to obtain evolutionary 
information from phylogenetic analysis and to annotate the possible functions for 
identified genes with confidence (199). Babbitt and co-workers developed the SSN 
technique to facilitate functional annotation based on known sequence data (200). The 
SSN technique can illustrate the global sequence-structure-functional diversity of protein 
superfamilies (201-203), because it is based on many alignments of proteins and presents 
the level of similarity in a graphical way in which proteins sharing high sequence 
identities are clustered. In the SSNs, the edges represent all-vs-all BLAST E-values and 
each node represents a protein or a group of highly similar proteins (Figure 4.2) The 
information about their organism of origin and structural understanding can be mapped 
and visualised in the network manually or automatically (204).  
 
Figure 4.2: A simple graphic presentation of a SNN. Each note represents a protein 
or a group of highly similar protein. LogE value is used as the edge.  
 
This method can be combined with other computational or biochemical techniques 
to annotate and characterise the function-structure relationships of protein subfamilies. 
Two example applications of the use of SSNs are the re-classifications of the cytosolic 
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glutathione transferases superfamily (205) and an oxidoreductase superfamily (199) 
where biochemical characterization is incorporated to provide a more in-depth analysis 
of the functional and structural diversity of protein subfamilies. The authors observed 
general correlations between sequence, structure and function. In other words, SSNs can 
serve as the foundation for the characterization of protein superfamilies by providing 
information about the sequence-structure-function divergence and they can also be used 
to guide the sequence selection process for further studies (206).  
 
 The current understandings of the lipid head-group binding of 
membrane bound desaturases 
The recently published crystal structures of human and mouse steaoryl-CoA 
desaturases (SCD1s) are the only available membrane-bound desaturase structures 
(99,100). They revealed the mode of contact between the lipid substrate and the 
membrane bound desaturases. In these studies, the CoA head-group of the substrate (the 
hydrophilic moiety of the lipid substrate) forms electrostatic interactions and hydrogen 
bonds with residues residing in the cytoplasmic domain (CAP domain) and TM1. The 
binding of the CoA head-group orients the acyl group into the long hydrophobic tunnel, 
with the target carbon bound presented at the pronounced kink, in proximity to the  
di-metal centre (Figure 4.3) (100). The acyl group is surrounded by hydrophobic residues 
in the substrate binding cavity including W262 on TM4, which holds the substrate in 
place for Δ9 desaturation (100). It is apparent from the crystal structures and the 
mutagenesis studies of the membrane bound mammalian acyl-CoA desaturases that the 
group of residues associating with the lipid substrate head-group is one of the 
determinants for regioselectivity and substrate specificity (99,100).  
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Figure 4.3: The human stearoyl-CoA Δ9 desaturase co-crystalized with substrate 
(PDB ID 4ZYO) (100). A. The structure of an acyl-CoA molecule. B and C. Front view of 
human stearoyl-CoA with the substrate entry region facing out and side view with the 
substrate entry region facing left of the page. R155, N156 and G197 (pink) form hydrogen 
bonding with the adenosine group of CoA. K194 (pink) and the adenine group form a 
cation- contact. R188 and K189 (yellow) interact with the diphosphate group through 
electrostatic interactions. N75 and N148 (orange) form hydrogen bonding with the 
pantothenate group on the substrate. W262 (red) interacts with the carboxyl group by 
hydrogen bonding to orient the substrate kink in relation to the  
di-metal centre (magenta spheres).  
 
Different modes of interaction between the substrate head-group and the membrane-
bound desaturases are a crucial determinant of the basis of the diversity of the substrate 
specificity and regioselectivity. However, the substrate binding mechanisms of the 
desaturases that are not specific to acyl-CoA are unknown. A domain-swapping study 
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between the acyl-PC specific Δ6 desaturase and the sphingolipid specific Δ8 desaturase 
from Borago officinalis that belong to the FE subfamily discovered that transmembrane 
helices (TMs) as well as the cytosolic loops of the desaturases play essential roles in 
differentiating the phospholipid (acyl-PC) and sphingolipid (121). A site-directed 
mutagenesis study of B. officinalis Δ8 sphingolipid identified additional functionally 
important residues (96). However, there is not enough structural knowledge to confirm 
the roles of the functionally important residues in substrate binding and to describe an 
accurate mechanism for the substrate binding of the acyl-PC specific and sphingolipid 
specific FEs. Moreover, there is currently no established sequence-based classification 
possible that is based on known substrate specificity.  
In this chapter, a bioinformatics analysis of the membrane bound desaturases was 
performed using sequence similarity networks (SSNs) to determine the distinctions in 
sequence and structure within the membrane-bound desaturase protein family, in the hope 
of providing a clearer picture of the differences in the possible mechanisms of substrate 
binding. Because of the high commercial value of the FEs in the production of unsaturated 
fatty acids such as ω3-LCPUFAs, a more in-depth analysis of FEs was performed. 
Multiple Expectation maximization for Motif Elicitation (MEME) (207) was employed 
to identify conserved motifs in the putative substrate binding site of FEs that may be 
responsible for the substrate specificity differences in the FEs. These results provide new 
directions for the future engineering of FEs and other membrane-bound desaturases.  
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 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 The sequence-structure-function relationships of all known membrane 
bound desaturases 
In order to elucidate the overall sequence and functional diversity in the membrane 
bound desaturases and the distribution of the substrate head-group specificities, 5245 
sequences were collected using the PFAM fatty acid desaturase family PF00487 as seed 
sequence clusters within the length range of 350 aa to 550 aa. The length range was 
chosen to limit the search to the single domain desaturases and the desaturases with a 
fused cytochrome b5 domain. The collected sequences were analysed by generating a 
SSN using EFI-EST (204), where an initial network containing 2878 representative 
nodes was produced. The representative nodes represent clusters of protein sequences 
with 60% identity. The edges represent all-vs-all BLAST E-values between the clusters. 
The cytochrome b5 domain was only included in the E-value calculations when all of 
the protein members in the connecting nodes also contained cytochrome b5 domains. 
Otherwise, only the fatty acid desaturase sequences were used to calculate the E-values. 
A literature review was done to collect the known lipid head-group preferences of the 
characterised desaturases and their organism distributions. This data was mapped onto 
the networks (Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the sequence similarity relationships in the membrane-bound 
desaturase family. These representative networks show 2,878 nodes representing the 5,245 
proteins in the membrane-bound desaturase family, from the Pfam database (pfam.xfam.org). 
The clusters with functionally characterised member sequences are labelled using the 
functional knowledge, including the functionally dissimilar alkane monooxygenases cluster and 
beta-carotene ketolases cluster. There are four major fatty acid desaturase families (First-end 
desaturases, FDs; Methyl-end desaturases, MEs; Front-end desaturases, FEs and Δ4 
sphingolipid desaturases, Δ4 SDs). The big squares represent nodes with at least one 
functionally characterised member. Edges or lines connecting the nodes are shown if the 
pairwise similarity score between the sequences of representative nodes is lower than the 
threshold of Log BLAST E-value of -13. The 366,864 edges in the overview network have a 
median sequence identity of 30% over 275 residues. A and B are identical networks with 
different colour coding as explained in the Figure keys. A. The nodes in this overview network 
are coloured by the kingdom of the organism of origin. B. The nodes in this overview network 
are coloured by the substrate-specificity of the characterised members.  
The SSNs are presented in two forms with different colour coding of the nodes to 
clearly present the organism kingdom distribution of each type of fatty acid desaturase 
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and the lipid substrate preference differences between different types of fatty acid 
desaturases. The overview networks illustrate the overall relatedness of the related 
different classes of fatty acid desaturases and structurally similar proteins at the LogE 
filter of -13. It is apparent that there are a large number of uncharacterised prokaryotic 
desaturase-like proteins in the database (Figure 4.4). The functionally different  
beta-carotene ketolases and alkane monooxygenases are also present in the network, 
because they all carry three conserved and functionally important histidine-rich motifs, 
which coordinate the catalytic di-iron centres of these enzymes (76,178,208). However, 
it is not clear how they are related to the membrane bound desaturases in terms of 
protein evolution. This chapter only discusses the fatty acid desaturase subfamilies with 
functionally characterised members. The FEs are the only subfamily of desaturases that 
are analysed by MEME for motif analysis, because they present the widest  
substrate-preference and the FE subfamily contains the algal Δ6 desaturases, which are 
the key enzymes in the ω3-LCPUFAs biosynthesis in oilseed crops (103,209), as 
discussed in previous chapters.  
Four major clusters of desaturases with characterised members are visualised in the 
SSNs. By examining the characterised members in each major cluster, the four clusters 
are identified as the First desaturases (FDs), Methyl-end desaturases (MEs), Front-end 
desaturases (FEs) and Δ4 sphingolipid desaturases (Δ4SPs), and the different 
subfamilies demonstrated different organism distributions and substrate preference 
patterns (Figure 4.4). This observation is consistent with the previously proposed 
membrane-bound desaturase classification, which was based on the phylogenetic 
analysis of eukaryotic membrane-bound desaturases (210). The subfamilies are further 
resolved within each subfamily by gradually reducing the LogE filter to visualise the 
level of diversity within each subfamily. The functional and structural implications in 
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each subfamily are discussed separately. They are compared with the mammalian 
SCD1s (99,100) to highlight the most obvious functional and structural deviations, from 
which the implications of their substrate recognition mechanisms are explained.  
4.3.2 Differential distribution of charged residues in First desaturases reflect the 
absence of charged residues in the head-group binding cavity 
The First desaturase subfamily (FD) contains the mammalian Δ9 stearoyl-CoA 
desaturases (SCD1s), which share approximately 32% shared identity with other 
members of the FD subfamily. They are responsible for introducing the first C=C bond 
onto a saturated hydrocarbon chain (99). At the logE value of -56, eight major clusters 
formed (Figure 4.5). The main cluster acyl-CoA Δ9 desaturase (FD-A) represents the 
biggest of the eight clusters (Figure 4.5B). The only other cluster that contains 
characterised desaturases is the FD-C cluster, which contains the characterised 
bi-functional acyl-lipid specific Arabidopsis thaliana Δ7/Δ9 desaturases (ADS1) (211). 
The FD-A and FD-C clusters are compared in the following section. 
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Figure 4.5: The representative networks of the FDs show more detailed 
subgroupings. A and B are the same networks generated from the FDs cluster in 
Figure 4.3 at a higher stringency, LogE < -56. Eight major clusters (clusters with more 
than 50 member sequences in each) are formed. The nodes are coloured by organism 
kingdom information (A) or their substrate specificities (B).  
 
The FD-A cluster consists of the acyl-CoA Δ9 single domain desaturases and 
fungal fusion desaturases that have a cytochrome b5 domain fused at the C-terminus of 
the desaturase (Figure 4.5B). Two crystal structures of single-domain desaturases have 
been published and have defined the geometry of the acyl-CoA as bound in the 
desaturase. However, there is no crystal structure of the fused fungal desaturases to date 
for structural comparison. Given that there is significant sequence similarity (higher 
than 30%) in the desaturase domain between the fused and unfused proteins, the fused 
desaturases most likely exhibit the same binding characteristics as the single domain 
desaturases.  
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The FD-C cluster is composed of prokaryotic desaturases and plant plastid 
desaturases, including the bi-functional ADS1, which revealed an intriguing 
subcellular-specific substrate-specificity and regioselectivity (211). This desaturase is 
capable of catalysing Δ9 desaturation of acyl-PC when targeted to ER membrane (211). 
It can also catalyse Δ7 desaturation of acyl-groups presented on monogalactosyl 
diacylglycerol (MGDG), a type of non-phosphorus glycerolipid, when targeted to the 
plastid membrane (211). As the structures of MGDG and acyl-PC are only different by 
the hydrophilic functional group of the sn3 position of the glycerol backbone  
(the head-group), the regioselectivity shift can be explained by the positive charge on 
the choline group in acyl-PC, which is not present on the galactose group in MGDG 
(Figure 4.6). This charge difference could inhibit the insertion of the acyl chain into 
the hydrophobic substrate-binding cavity and result in the observed shift of 
regioselectivity.  
 
Figure 4.6: The chemical structures of the substrates of FDs. A. 
Monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG). B. Acyl-phosphatidylcholine (acyl-PC). The 
acyl-group is coloured red. 
 
When the sequence differences between ADS1 and human SCD1 was analyzed, it 
was evident that non-conservative substitutions occurred (Figure 4.7). In particular, a 
number of charged or polar residues that are responsible for CoA binding in SCD1 are 
replaced by non-conservative, uncharged, substitutions in the ADS1 resulting in the 
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obvious deviation of the surface charge distribution in the substrate binding cavity 
(Figure 4.8). Since ADS1 can use both substrates, it is likely that its substrate-binding 
cavity is somewhat flexible (Figure 4.6) (212).  
 
Figure 4.7: The alignment of ADS1 and SCD1. The substrate head-group binding 
residues shown by the crystal structure of SCD1 (100) are denoted by asterisks. The 
conservative substitutions are shaded with grey.  Consensus residues are shaded with 
black. His boxes are surrounded by squares including the newly identified conserved 
histidine residue (New His Box) (100). The four TMs are denoted by thin rectangles. 
 
Figure 4.8: The surface charge distribution comparisons. The difference in surface 
charge distributions visualised on the surface of the crystal structure of human steaoryl-
CoA Δ9 desaturase (SCD1, PDB ID: 4ZYO) and the homology model of ADS1 inside 
and around the substrate-binding cavity.  
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4.3.3 Methyl-end desaturases present phospholipid specificity 
The methyl-end desaturase subfamily (MEs) can be separated into two groups at 
the LogE filter of -30: a prokaryotic Δ5 phospholipid desaturase group (Δ5 PLs) and 
the MEs including Δ12/Δ15 desaturases (Figure 4.9). The Δ5 phospholipid desaturase 
Bacillus subtilis (UniProt ID: O34653) has been experimentally proven to have a six 
transmembrane (TM) helix topology (92,213); this 6-TM topology is therefore likely to 
be the common topology of the MEs cluster and makes this subfamily structurally 
distinct from the FDs. Even though the bacterial B. subtilis Δ5 desaturase is suggested 
to be specific for phospholipid, this study did not specify the class of phospholipid that 
is the primary substrate (92,213). Therefore, it is likely that both groups use the same 
type of lipid substrates. Hence, the ME subfamily was not subjected to a detailed motif 
search or analysis.  
 
Figure 4.9: The representative networks of the MEs cluster in Figure 4.3 show 
more detailed subgroupings. A and B are the same networks generated from the 
MEs cluster in Figure 4.4 at a higher stringency, LogE < -56. The prokaryotic Δ5 PLs 
formed a separate cluster. The nodes are coloured by organism kingdom information 
(A) and their substrate specificities reported in the literature (B).  
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4.3.4 The Δ4 sphingolipid desaturase subfamily. 
The Δ4 sphingolipid desaturase family (Δ4-SDs) is important for the Δ4 
desaturation of important signalling molecules such as (E)-sphing-4-enine-1-
phosphate, which is the messenger for the EGF receptor family (214). The EGF 
receptors function as transcription factors upon ligand binding and modulate gene 
transcription in the nucleus (215). Δ4 desaturation of sphingolipids is also important for 
the transition of meiosis in spermatogenesis according to the mouse gene knockout 
study (216). The physiological role of Δ4-SDs in plants is different from that in animals 
in that they are important for the synthesis of glucosylceramides (217), and are 
associated with controlled cell death. No biochemical structural characterization of the 
Δ4-SPs has been published to date and there is a clear discrepancy in the predicted 
topology (varied from having 6 TMs to none) (218). The sequence similarity between 
the Δ4-SPs with the other desaturase subfamilies is as low as 8%. Therefore, it is 
possible that the Δ4-SPs have a unique structure that is very different from the 4-TM 
structure of the FDs and the 6-TM structure of the MEs. As Δ4s are not known to be 
specific for substrates other than sphingolipids, they were not subjected to a conserved 
motif search in this study.  
4.3.5 Dissecting the diversity in FEs by SSNs 
The FEs are responsible for introducing C=C bonds into unsaturated acyl chains 
between the pre-existing C=C and the carboxyl-group of lipid substrates (219). 
Currently, no crystal structure of any member of the FEs group is known. Thus, our 
understanding of their mechanism and regioselectivity is based on mutagenesis studies, 
which are reviewed by Meesapyodsuk and Qiu (111) and described in Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3. A range of FEs with Δ4, Δ5, Δ6 desaturases activity and specificity for  
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acyl-CoA or acyl-PC substrates have been identified (111,120,166,220-223). Δ8 
desaturases have also been identified that are sphingolipid specific. This level of 
diversity is not seen in the other desaturase subfamilies, making FEs distinct from  
Δ4-SDs, MEs and FDs. With a LogE<-20 filter, the broad FEs subfamily separated into 
four clusters. For ease of explanation, the clades are named as FE1-4 (Figure 4.10). 
The FEs that have a cytochrome b5 domain fused at the N-terminus of the desaturase 
are only found in the FE1-3 clusters.  
 
  
Figure 4.10: The representative networks of the FEs cluster in Figure 4.3 show 
more detailed subgroupings. A and B are the same networks generated from the 
FEs cluster in Figure 4.3 at a higher stringency, LogE < -20. The nodes are coloured 
by organism kingdom information (A) and their substrate specificities reported in the 
literature (B).  
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FE clusters FE1 and FE2 are the largest and both include sequences from 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, although only the eukaryotic proteins have fused 
cytochrome b5 domains at the N-termini. This observation suggests that the gene fusion 
event likely took place after the evolution of eukaryotes. The FE1 cluster includes the 
Δ6 desaturases from M. pusilla and O. tauri that were the focus of Chapters 2 and 3. A 
single prokaryotic fusion desaturase from Leptolyngbya sp. PCC 7375, a 
cyanobacterium (UniProt ID K9ESI7), was found in the FE2 cluster and it shares  
21-28% sequence identity with the other proteins in the FE1 and FE2 clusters (Figure 
4.10). It is unclear whether K9ESI7 is the result of a horizontal gene transfer event 
between prokaryotes and eukaryotes, a recent gene fusion event, or the descendent of 
an ancient gene fusion that was the evolutionary origin of the eukaryotic fusion proteins. 
Nonetheless, this is the first identification of a bacterial homolog of the fusion FEs. The 
evolutionary origin of K9ESI7 requires further phylogenetic study. The smallest cluster 
(FE3) includes proteins that are predominantly found in insects, with the exception of 
a few proteins from algae (Nannochloropsis gaditana) and a few other simple 
eukaryotes, and are believed to be housekeeping genes involved in lipid metabolism 
(224). Their actual physiological role and substrate preference are still unclear. Finally, 
the FE4 cluster is composed exclusively of single domain (non-fused) desaturases from 
prokaryotic species, but also includes some genes from eukaryotes that encode single 
domain proteins. The only characterised protein in this family is the NADPH 
oxidoreductase dependent C16:0/C18:0-CoA Δ9 desaturase from Mycobacterium 
(UniProt ID: P9WNZ3) (Figure 4.10) (225). Its function mimics the role of FDs as this 
enzyme is responsible for introducing the first C=C double bond onto fatty acid chains.  
Increasing the LogE filter to <-65 can further differentiate the FE1 cluster, 
revealing the presence of clusters with distinct lipid head-group preferences including 
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sphingolipids/acyl-PCs (FE1-S), acyl-PCs (FE1-PC) and acyl-CoAs (FE1-AC) (Figure 
4.11). This is in comparison to the absence of lipid substrate head-group preference in 
the other major groups. In order to elucidate the molecular basis for the substrate 
head-group preference in the FE1 cluster, the sequences of representatives from the 
FE1-SP, FE1-PC and FE1-AC sub-clusters were mapped onto the known SCD1 
structure. FEs are consistently predicted to share the same 4-TM topology as SCD1, 
and the position of the His boxes and key structural residues in relation to the TMs are 
conserved (Figure 4.12). This shows that these clusters diverge in the region of the 
head-group binding pocket, which suggests that we should be able to identify 
sequence/structure motifs that identify FEs as acyl-PC, acyl-CoA or  
sphingolipid-specific.  
 
Figure 4.11: The representative networks of the FE1s cluster in Figure 4.9 show 
more detailed subgroupings. A and B are the same networks generated from the 
FE1s cluster in Figure 4.10 at a higher stringency, LogE < -65. The nodes are coloured 
by organism kingdom information (A) and their substrate specificities reported in the 
literature (B).  
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Figure 4.12: The alignment of a member of FE1, Micromonas pusilla Δ6 desaturase 
(MpΔ6des) and SCD1 (PDB ID: 4YZO). The conservative substitutions are shaded with 
grey.  Consensus residues are shaded with black. His boxes are surrounded by squares 
including the newly identified conserved histidine residue (New His Box) (100). The four 
TMs are denoted by thin rectangles.  
 
In order to uncover the substrate preference determining motifs in the FE1 cluster, 
the sequences from each sub-cluster were subjected to MEME analysis for a conserved 
motif search (207). The structure of SCD1 was then used to map the motifs onto their 
possible locations on the protein to reveal their possible roles in the substrate recognition. 
The clustering of the FE1 sub-cluster is supported by the phylogenetic analysis of the 
functionally characterised FEs (Figure 4.13). The FE1-AC sub-cluster includes the 
animal Δ5 and Δ6 acyl-CoA desaturases, as well as the algal and fungal acyl-CoA 
desaturases. These sequences were regarded as a single acyl-CoA grouping for motif 
analysis. The FE1-PC sub-cluster includes genes from C. elegans, moss and liverworts. 
Within this sub-cluster, Marchantia polymorpha Δ6 desaturase (Uniprot ID: Q696V8) 
has been shown to have some activity with acyl-CoA substrates, in addition to acyl-PC 
substrates, but was regarded as an acyl-PC specific desaturase for the motif search. The 
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FE1-S subcluster is complex and difficult to resolve at a LogE<-65 filter, and includes 
both acyl-PC and acyl-SP desaturases. Moreover, the higher plant FEs cluster with a 
group of fungal FEs with unknown functionality. In order to collect all of the higher plant 
SP specific and acyl-PC specific desaturases, a separate network was generated using B. 
officinalis acyl-PC Δ6 desaturase (BoΔ6des, UniProt ID: O04353) as the seed sequence 
with the LogE<-65 filter. Using a LogE<-200 filter, the plant SP desaturases and acyl-PC 
desaturases separated into two clusters, in addition to a number of smaller clusters without 
known function (Figure 4.14). These clusters with no known function are not considered 
in the motif analysis. 
 
Figure 4.13: Phylogenetic analysis of the functionally characterised members in 
FE1 with known substrate head group preferences. The tree was constructed using 
MEGA v.7. The clades presented in the phylogenetic tree agree with the clustering of 
the FE1 clustering in Figure 4.12. A list of the included desaturase proteins is in Chapter 
4 Supplementary Materials (Supplementary Table S4.1). The bootstrap values of 100 
replicates are denoted at the major nodes. The green branches indicate acyl-PC 
specificity. The black branches indicate sphingolipid specificity. The blue branches 
indicate acyl-CoA specificity.  
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Figure 4.14: The representative networks of the FE1-S cluster in Figure 4.11 
show more detailed subgroupings. A and B are the same networks generated from 
the FE1-Ss cluster at a higher stringency, LogE < -200. The nodes are coloured by 
organism kingdom information (A) and their substrate specificities reported in the 
literature (B).  
 
Motifs FE1-PC FE1-AC 
Motif 1 RxLRx6Gx7(Y/F)Y DFx2LRx3Ex4F 
Motif 2 (N/G)x6GN WNHx2(H/Q)xFV(I/M)x2LKG 
Motif 3 D(P/G)ID(T/L)xP KDPD(Y/L) 
Motif 4 Ex3Lx2H(Y/W) Dx6(F/Y)Yx 
Motif 5 Fx3Qx2T(T/G)R(N/D) TCN(V/I)x2SxFNDWF(S/T)G 
Table 4.1. The comparison of the conserved motifs between the FE1-PC and  
FE1-AC. 
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Figure 4.15: Homology models of the desaturase domain of Micromonas pusilla 
Δ6 desaturase (MpΔ6des, UniProt ID: C1MMV2). Motifs 2-5 could be mapped onto 
the homology model. The metal ions in the di-iron center and the stearoyl-CoA substrate 
were docked into the homology model.  
 
When the locations of these motifs are analysed in the presence of steaoyl-CoA in 
the SCD1 structure, it is clear that Motif 2, Motif 3 and Motif 4 are located in or close 
to the substrate head-group binding site (Figure 4.15). Thus, Motif 2, Motif 3 and Motif 
4 appear to be particularly useful for predicting the substrate specificity of these 
proteins.  
4.3.6 Conserved motifs distinguish the higher plant FE1-PCs and FE1-SDs 
The higher plant SP-specific Δ8 desaturases and acyl-PC-specific Δ6 desaturases 
were analysed separately in order to identify the substrate binding motifs that are 
specific for the plant kingdom. These two classes of desaturases can have higher than 
60% identity, despite their difference in regioselectivity and lipid head-group 
preference (121,226). MEME motif analysis identified two motifs (Table 4.2) that are 
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located in regions corresponding to Motif 2 and Motif 4 from the analysis of the lower 
eukaryotic acyl-PC desaturases and acyl-CoA desaturases (Table 4.1). There was no 
clear sequence difference between the high plant SP-specific Δ8 desaturases and the 
acyl-PC-specific desaturases in the regions corresponding to Motif 1, Motif 3 and Motif 
5.  
  
Motif Higher plant PC Higher plant SP 
Motif S1 GNCLxGIS GNCxTGIS 
Motif S2 Rx2Ex2G Rx2NIxG 
Table 4.2: The motifs that distinguish high plant acyl-PC specific and acyl-SP 
specific desaturases.  
 
Motif S1 (Motif 2) is located in the loop between AH1 and H2 in the CAP domain 
of the desaturase (Figure 4.15). This loop has been shown to form a hydrogen bond 
with the pantothenate moiety of acyl-CoA substrate in the crystal structure of SCD1 
(100). Therefore, Motif 2 is likely to directly interact with the substrate  
head-group of acyl-PC and sphingolipid. It is noted that Motif S2 (Motif 4) is located 
on the surface of the desaturase, adjacent to Motif S1 (Motif 2) (Figure 4.15). Even 
though this region is not shown to interact with the lipid substrate directly by the crystal 
structure of SCD1, it is possible that Motif S2 is important for recognising the binding 
of phospholipids or sphingolipids, which are very different from acyl-CoAs in terms of 
hydrophobicity and dimension. 
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 Conclusion 
The broad sequence-structure survey of the fatty acid desaturase family clearly 
illustrated the structural diversity of this protein family. It also demonstrated that there is 
a large number of uncharacterised desaturases. Besides, the obvious diversity in structure 
indicated that the mechanisms of substrate recognition are different between the FEs, 
MEs, FDs and the Δ4 sphingolipid desaturases. Although the mode of substrate binding 
of Δ9 acyl-CoA desaturase has been clearly shown by the human SCD1 crystal structure 
(100), it may not be the universal substrate binding mechanism of all subfamilies.  
The conserved motif analysis of the FEs identified five motifs, which could 
contribute to the acyl-PC and acyl-CoA specificity of FEs. In particular, Motif 2 and 
Motif 4, located in proximity to the substrate-binding cavity, were found to be associated 
with the substrate preferences of acyl-PC, acyl-CoA and sphingolipid specific FEs. The 
roles of the conserved motifs remain to be experimentally confirmed. Nonetheless, this 
result would not only serve as the basis of the future engineering of FEs, but it would also 
facilitate the characterization of the substrate specificity of newly identified FEs for future 
lipid metabolism engineering. 
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4.5 Materials and Methods 
4.5.1 Sequence similarity networks (SSNs) 
SSNs were generated by EFI-EFT using sequences belonging to the PF00478 fatty 
acid desaturase superfamily in the PFAM database, in which the BLAST  
all-vs-all LogE values were used as the edges and a LogE cutoff of -5 was applied to 
the initial network generation (152,204). The network consists of the nodes representing 
protein clusters with 60% sequence identity, and was visualised using Cytoscape v.3.2.1 
(227). The sequences shorter than 350 aa or longer than 550 aa were excluded to avoid 
partial proteins or proteins with more than two domains. The network was curated to 
remove the functionally uncharacterised singlet nodes/sequence at the cutoff of LogE -
5. The subgroupings in each major cluster were visualised by gradually increasing the 
stringency of the LogE filter of the networks. The published functional data was used 
to determine the consensus function and substrate preference of each subfamily.  
For the analysis of conserved motifs, the UniProt ID of members of each  
front-end desaturase group 1 subfamily were exported from the SSN and submitted to 
PubMed to collect available sequence data. Each sequence dataset was curated by  
CD-HIT to remove sequences with more than 80% identity. Partial and incomplete 
sequences were removed manually, along with sequences missing any of the three His 
boxes. A total of 90 sequences from the FE1-AC cluster and 45 from the FE1-PC cluster 
were collected from the FE1 cluster. Nineteen of the high plant  
acyl-PC-specific desaturase sequences and 25 of the high plant SP-specific desaturase 
sequences were collected from the FE1 cluster. The conserved motifs were found using 
MEME (207).  
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4.5.2 Phylogenetic analysis 
The FE desaturases with experimentally proven functional data were collected by 
a literature search. The 38 sequences collected (Supplementary Table S4.1) belonging 
to FE1 cluster were aligned by Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis program 
Version 7 (MEGA7) using MUSCLE algorithm (153,228). A phylogenetic tree was 
constructed using the maximum-likelihood method and LG matrix in MEGA7 (228).  
4.5.3 Structural modelling 
The protein sequences of Micromonas pusilla Δ6 desaturase (MpΔ6des, UniProt 
ID: C1MMV2) and Arabidopsis thaliana Δ7/Δ9 desaturases (ADS1, UniProt ID: 
O65797) were submitted to Phyre2 for modelling (143) in Normal mode using human 
stearoyl-CoA desaturase (PDB: 4ZYO) as the template.  
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Chapter 5 General discussion 
 A brief overview 
The ω3-specific Δ6 desaturase from Micromonas pusilla (MpΔ6des) is one of the 
key enzymes for recombinant biosynthesis of ω3-LCPUFAs in model oil crop species, in 
which the concentration of ω3-LCPUFAs, such as DHA and EPA, has been increased to 
the point where it is similar to the concentration in fish oil (approximately 12%) (64). 
MpΔ6des is a front-end desaturase (FE) that is specific for the ω3 fatty acid precursor 
α-linolenic acid (C18:3n3 Δ9,12,15, ALA) and is acyl-CoA dependent, ensuring efficient 
substrate-flow through the ω3-LCPUFAs biosynthetic pathway in transgenic plants 
(20,120). However, the Δ6 desaturation step is the rate-limiting step in the recombinant 
ω3-LCPUFAs pathway due to the low expression of MpΔ6des and sub-optimal catalytic 
activity (20,63,64). In order to optimise the production yield of the transgenic plant  
ω3-LCPUFA source, and to improve its commercial value, it is necessary to obtain a 
better understanding of the structure and function of the membrane-bound desaturases.  
The research outcomes described in this dissertation have significantly advanced our 
understanding of ω3/ω6 substrate recognition by the algal front-end Δ6 desaturases 
(Chapter 2). This understanding was further developed through the use of ancestral 
protein reconstruction (Chapter 3), which reveals the Δ6des from O. tauri appears to have 
evolved greater ω6 substrate conversion efficiency to better adapt to the high temperature, 
salt and light environment of the Mediterranean Sea. Finally, it was shown that there is 
significant structural diversity in the membrane-bound desaturase superfamily, 
suggesting that the mechanisms of substrate binding and recognition are considerably 
different between the four major membrane-bound desaturase subfamilies. Throughout 
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this thesis, and in response to the difficulty in working with membrane proteins, the lack 
of structural information and the lack of a high throughput assay, I have utilised a range 
of sequence alignment-based techniques, including consensus mutagenesis (127), 
ancestral protein reconstruction (229) and sequence similarity networks (SSNs) (230).  
 
 The molecular basis of ω3/ω6-substrate specificity of MpΔ6des 
The consensus mutagenesis study revealed that a number of residues in proximity to 
or within the substrate-binding cavity could influence the ω3/ω6-substrate specificity of 
MpΔ6des (Chapter 2). These residues are generally clustered in the helical core region, 
in the amphaphilic helix AH1 and around the substrate-binding site (Figure 5.1A).  
In the helical core of MpΔ6des, positions 184, 190 and 335 appear to be important 
for ω6-substrate binding. When the consensus mutations A184G, Q190M and W335G 
are made individually, a significant reduction of the ω6-substrate conversion rate is 
observed (Figure 5.1A). This result is consistent with previous mutagenesis studies of 
soluble and membrane-bound desaturases, which have suggested that the residues in the 
helical core interact with the methyl-end of the acyl-group (114), potentially influencing 
ω3/ω6-substrate recognition. This could be further confirmed by incorporating spatially 
non-conservative mutations such as A184F or Q190N into MpΔ6des, which would 
potentially reduce or increase the length of the lipid substrate-binding cavity and alter the 
preferred substrate acyl-chain length of MpΔ6des.  
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Figure 5.1: Homology models of the desaturase domain (A, B and C) and the 
cytochrome b5 domain (D) of MpΔ6des. A stearoyl-CoA molecule was docked into 
the homology model of the desaturase domain based on the structure of SCD1 (100). 
The conserved residues in the His boxes are coloured red in A, B and C.  A. The  
ω3-favouring residues in the core of the helical core are coloured yellow on the homology 
model of the desaturase domain. B. The residues that are important for the  
substrate-binding on the loop between AH1 and H2 are coloured magenta on the 
homology model of the desaturase domain. C. The residues that remotely modulate the 
ω3/ω6-specificity of MpΔ6des are coloured cyan on the homology model of the 
desaturase domain. D. The homology model of the cytochrome b5 domain with the  
ω3-favouring residues coloured blue. A prosthetic heme group was docked into the 
model structure based on its conformation in the model template, the rat microsomal 
cytochrome b5 (PDB ID: 1ICC) (231) (Adapted from Figure 2.8).  
 
Residues in the loop between AH1 and H2, and on H3, were also found to contribute 
to the ω3/ω6-substrate recognition of MpΔ6des. The consensus mutations G221A, 
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E222D and M223W resulted in an observed ω3/ω6-substrate specificity shift towards 
ω3-fatty acids. Interestingly, these residues are located near the CoA binding region 
(Figure 5.1B). The crystal structure of human stearoyl-CoA Δ9 desaturase (SCD1) 
demonstrated that residues in an analogous AH1-H2 loop form hydrogen bonds with the 
pentothenate moiety on the acyl-CoA substrate (100). Hence, it is reasonable to postulate 
that the residues G221A, E222D and M223W do not form direct contacts with the 
methyl-end of the acyl-CoA substrate, where the ω3-carbon double bond is located, but 
adjust the positioning of the hydrophobic tail in the substrate-binding cavity via their 
interactions with the acyl-CoA head-group. This suggestion could be supported by 
mutagenesis studies using SCD1. For example, if conservative amino acid substitutions 
in the region of F146-V150 of MpΔ6des result in shifts in the preferred length of the  
acyl-CoA substrate, the proposed role of AH1-H2 loop in substrate recognition would be 
more plausible.  
It also appears that more remote residues can influence the geometry of the 
substrate-binding cavity. For instance, the S201N and A270L and D380N mutations 
increase ω6 substrate-conversion, while D406N increases ω3-specificity (Figure 5.1C). 
Likewise, the mutations in the cytochrome b5 domain (T52R, V74I and M95Y) reduce 
the ω6-specificity of MpΔ6des, suggesting that domain-domain interactions between the 
“open” face of the fused cytochrome b5 domain and the desaturase domain in FEs have 
a role in modulating the geometry of the substrate-binding cavity (Figure 5.1D). How the 
cytochrome b5 domain could affect the substrate-binding cavity requires further analysis. 
One scenario for this observed remote control of the substrate-binding site is that the 
substitutions of distal residues could cause conformational changes to the desaturase 
which lead to the altered complementarity of the substrate-binding cavity, as observed in 
the conformational transitions in G-protein coupled receptors upon ligand binding (134).  
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On the other hand, an association between mutations that alter activity or specificity 
was observed in the consensus mutagenesis study. When the ω3-substrate specificity of 
MpΔ6des was improved by combining V74I, A184G, M190Q, G221A and D380N, there 
was significant reduction in the level of MpΔ6des expression. The same trend was 
observed from W335G, which resides in the interface between the helices (Figure 5.1). 
This association between the active site residue substitutions and the change in the 
stability of the proteins has been demonstrated previously in the computational analysis 
of the calmodulin protein family and AmpC -lactamases (147,232).  
However, to directly demonstrate the structural and functional importance of the 
association between the cytochrome b5 domain and the desaturase domain of a FE, a 
crystal structure of the full-length protein of a FE homolog is essential. 
 The residues in the helical core affect the preferred substrate length as 
well as the stability of MpΔ6des  
Through ancestral protein reconstruction, the possible characteristics of the ancestral 
algal FE Δ6 desaturases were revealed, showing that the contemporary  
ω3-specific or non-specific desaturases might have evolved from a moderately active 
ω3-specific Δ6 desaturase. The sequence comparison of the ancestral algal FE Δ6 
desaturase and the contemporary algal Δ6 desaturases supported the important role of the 
residues in the helical core in determining the ω3/ω6-specificity of the FEs (previously 
demonstrated in Chapter 2). Additionally, it was shown that this region might also 
determine the preferred length of the hydrocarbon chain of the substrate, consistent with 
a mutagenesis study of a First desaturase (FD) from the marine copepod Calanus 
hyperboreus (114). The similarity in the role of residues in the methyl-end of the 
substrate-binding cavity implies that there could be some structural similarity in the 
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substrate-binding cavities between FE and FD. However, without a crystal structure of a 
homolog of FE, this could only be indirectly supported by mutagenesis studies. 
 A global sequence analysis revealed the function-structure diversity of 
membrane-bound desaturases 
Even though di-iron centre proteins are implied to have evolved with similar tertiary 
structures, the diverse functionalities of these proteins are largely determined by the 
structural variations in the cytosolic domain (CAP domain) (146). Despite conservation 
of the di-iron active sites and positioning of the His-boxes, the membrane-bound 
desaturases have been shown to be very diverse in terms of sequence and function (87). 
By understanding the sequence-structure differences in the membrane-bound desaturase 
superfamily, it was hoped that a clearer picture of the molecular basis of the different 
substrate specificities could be inferred. 
Previous phylogenetic analysis of the eukaryotic desaturases has clearly 
demonstrated the presence of four major fatty acid desaturase subfamilies: the First 
desaturases (FD), the Methyl-end desaturases (MDs), the Front-end desaturases (FEs) and 
Δ4 sphingolipid (Δ4-SDs) desaturases (210). In this work, the four major subfamilies 
were clearly separated in the SSN of the membrane-bound desaturase superfamily. The 
topologies of the membrane-bound desaturases vary from the model 4-transmembrane 
(TM) topology of the FDs (100), to the 6-TM topology of the prokaryotic Δ5 
phospholipids (92), to the predicted no TM structure of a few plant  
Δ4-SDs (218). This highlights the complexity of the evolution of the membrane-bound 
desaturases. In addition, a detailed examination of each protein cluster revealed the 
apparent high inter-group functional diversity and acyl-head group preference  
(Chapter 4).  
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Figure 5.2: Homology models of the desaturase domain of Micromonas pusilla Δ6 
desaturase (MpΔ6des, UniProt ID: C1MMV2). Motifs 2-5 were mapped onto the 
homology model. The metal ions in the di-iron center and the stearoyl-CoA substrate 
were docked into the homology model. (Regenerated from Figure 4.14)  
 
The motif analysis of the most diverse of the four major sub-groups (the FEs) 
provided a set of five conserved motifs in proximity to the substrate-binding cavity (Motif 
1-5) that would help to determine the substrate head group preference (Figure 5.2). In 
particular, Motif 2 (in the loop between AH1 and H2) and Motif 4 (at the  
cytosolic-terminus of the TM3) were found to have evolved for differentiating acyl-PCs 
and acyl-SPs. Even though it is not clear how these motifs interact with the substrate 
head-groups, this result sets a foundation for the future engineering of membrane-bound 
desaturases with a specific substrate head-group preference of interest. For instance, by 
exchanging the corresponding motifs or the residues between algal acyl-PC desaturases 
and the algal acyl-CoA desaturases, the region and the residues that are responsible for 
the acyl-PC recognition would be identified.  
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The engineering efforts in this study sorely relied on the availability of protein data 
in online databases. Despite the large number of annotated desaturases that this study has 
presented (Chapter 2 and 3), only seven annotated algal Δ6 desaturases are available to 
date and it is highly plausible that many more algal homologs exist in the marine 
environment. The lack of a large data set has potentially affected the quality of 
informatics-based analysis as seen previously in Hinchliff and Smith’s study (233). When 
more algal organisms are fully sequenced, more algal Δ6 desaturase homologues will 
become available to further facilitate the understanding of the functional mechanism of 
this protein family. Consequently, the knowledge presented in this dissertation could be 
verified or updated by future studies.  
 
 Conclusions and future directions 
5.5.1 Future directions for the generation of highly ω3-specific and thermostable 
Δ6 desaturase  
This work forms the basis of the future optimisation of MpΔ6des for improving the 
ω3-LCPUFAs biosynthesis pathway in transgenic plants from two aspects: the 
improvement of the ω3-specificity of MpΔ6des and the improvement of the 
thermostability of MpΔ6des. In Chapter 2, the combined mutant IGMA exhibited higher 
ω3-specificity, a moderate level of expression, and a moderate level of activity. These 
observed characteristics make the MpΔ6des variant IGMA a suitable starting point for 
additional engineering of a highly ω3-specific Δ6 desaturase for ω3-LCPUFA 
production, if the expression level of IGMA can be improved and the correlation between 
the improvement of the expression and the improvement of the thermostability could be 
verified by the recently established method, which combined protein heat-treatment with 
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western blotting (234). One plausible approach is to incorporate the expression-enhancing 
mutations that we have identified, such as V57I, V176I, V202I, Y203W, G221A, A270L, 
D380N and D406S, and the combined mutations. A combinatorial library of these 
expression-enhancing mutations could identify a variant of IGMA with significantly 
enhanced expression along with its improved ω3-specificity and activity. Such a variant 
could make a significant improvement to the ω3-LCPUFAs biosynthesis pathway by 
“widening” the bottleneck in this pathway.  
Alternatively, the inferred ancestral Δ6 desaturase (Chapter 3), ANC175, which is 
expressed at a higher level than the wild-type proteins and has significant, albeit lower 
ω3-specificity and conversion efficiency, could be used as the starting point for 
generating a ω3-specific Δ6 desaturase with high stability. To improve the activity of 
ANC175, one approach is to introduce the combined mutations IGAN or IMAN, which 
are not present in ANC175 and which appear to increase ω3-substrate specificity and 
conversion efficiency (Chapter 2).  
5.5.2 The crystallization and structural determination of FEs is needed for future 
protein engineering 
One major obstacle that we faced in this project was the lack of an empirical crystal 
structure of the FEs. The difficulties associated with generating crystals of membrane 
proteins and solving the membrane protein structures in the complex with detergents are 
well documented (235). In the absence of an empirical structure, we used  
alignment-based techniques to extract valuable information on the roles of conserved 
residues in the algal FE Δ6 desaturases, which are based on the hypothesis that the 
conserved residues are important for the function or stability of proteins. The homology 
model of a member of the FE subfamily could be generated using the recently published 
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crystal structures of FDs (99,100). However, as shown in Chapter 2, 3 and 4, the 
significant structural deviation between the different membrane-bound desaturase 
subfamilies shows that using a crystal structure of an FD to understand the observed 
changes in the functionality or the stability of MpΔ6des has its limitations. Future 
engineering attempts would undoubtedly benefit from the structure of an FE desaturase.  
One of the most suitable techniques for membrane protein crystallization is the lipidic 
sponge phase crystallography technique (236), which was developed from the cubic 
phase crystallography technique (237), the technique that was used to generate the 
crystals of the mouse SCD1 protein (99). An advantage of using lipidic sponge phase 
crystallography is that the membrane proteins are likely to retain their native structure in 
the continuous artificial lipid bilayer, which ensures the physiological relevance of the 
obtained crystal structures (238). Another advantage is that in sponge phase 
crystallography, larger aqueous pores could be formed in the lipid bilayer curvature (236). 
The porous structures facilitate the crystallization of the membrane proteins with large 
hydrophilic domains (236), such as the FEs with a cytochrome b5 domain fused at the N-
terminus of the desaturase domain. In this work, I have generated ANC175, an ancestral, 
functional, FE desaturase that expresses at higher levels than the wild-type proteins 
MpΔ6des and OtΔ6des; this protein would be an interesting candidate for future 
crystallization trials. 
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Supplementary Table S2.1: The list of sequences included in the MpΔ6des 
phylogenetic tree 
Organism UniProt ID Substrate Preference Regioselectivity Reference
Isochrysis 
galbana Q5QEX7 
ω3-DPA 28%; 
ω6-DPA 13% Δ4 (223) 
Isochrysis 
galbana H9NAU1 ω3-DPA 34% Δ4 (239) 
Isochrysis sp. 
GB-2012 I2CZU4 
DPA 79.8% is 
active with 
both ω3 and 
ω6 
Δ4  
Isochrysis 
galbana 
CCMM5001 
H6VQ40 - Δ6  
Bathycoccus 
prasinos K8ER87 - Δ6  
Micromonas 
pusilla 
CCMP1545 
C1MMV2 LA 4.9%; ALA 63.0% Δ6 (20) 
Mantoniella 
squamata B5DC83 
ALA 34%; 
LA 0.3% Δ6 (120) 
Micromonas sp. 
RCC299 C1E5W1 - Δ6  
Ostreococcus 
tauri Q4JDG7 
LA 59%; 
ALA 82%  Δ6 (112) 
Ostreococcus 
lucimarinus 
CCE9901 
G2J5R1 LA 6.6%; ALA 38.8% Δ6 (142) 
Ostreococcus 
lucimarinus 
CCE9901 
A4S6D3 - Δ6  
Leishmania 
braziliensis A4H558 - Δ5  
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Leishmania 
mexicana E9ALC8 - Δ5  
Codon optimised 
Leishmania 
major 
UPI0002146A79 DGLA ω6 5%; ETA ω3 5% Δ5 (240) 
Leishmania 
major strain 
Friedlin 
Q4QIH7 - Δ5  
Leishmania 
donovani E9B9B3 - Δ5  
Leishmania 
infantum JPCM5 A4HTD5 - Δ5  
Perkinsus 
marinus ATCC 
50983 
C5LZ17 - Δ5/6  
Perkinsus 
marinus ATCC 
50983 
C5LZ22 - Δ5/6  
Perkinsus 
marinus A2T1W5 
C20 DGLA 
and EPA both 
active, slight 
ω6 preference 
Δ5 (241) 
Thraustochytriu
m aureum F1T2K7 
DGLA ω6 
22.9%; ETA 
ω3 19.9% 
Δ5 (242) 
Thraustochytriu
m sp Q8S3C1 
ω6 
22:4(7,10,13,1
6); 
ω3 
22:5(7,10,13,1
6,19) were 
active 
Δ4 (243) 
Thraustochytriu
m sp. FJN-10 B2ZCY2 
DGLA ω6 
56.4%; 
No ω3 data 
Δ5 (244) 
Isochrysis 
galbana F2YQ24 
DGLA ω6 
active Δ5  
Isochrysis 
galbana H9BK45 - Δ5  
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Rebecca salina A4KDP0 
DGLA ω6 
96.7%; 
ETA ω3 
99.2% 
Δ5 (166) 
Aureococcus 
anophagefferens F0YPA8 - Δ6 like  
Aureococcus EGB08313 
F0Y9N1 - Δ6 like  anophagefferens 
Salpingoeca 
rosetta F2UAM2 - Δ5  
Monosiga 
brevicollis MX1 XA9URE6 - Δ5  
Capsaspora 
owczarzaki 
ATCC 30864 
UPI0001FE271
3 - Δ8  
Amphimedon 
queenslandica I1G1T6 - FAD2-like  
Clonorchis 
sinensis G7YD18 - FAD2-like  
Octopus vulgaris G1EN35 - Δ5  
Crassostrea 
gigas K1QQ31 - FAD2  
Haliotis discus 
hannai J9PD91 - Δ5  
Haliotis discus 
hannai J9PDF7 - Δ5  
Crassostrea 
gigas K1QXG0 - FAD2  
Pseudomonas 
brassicacearum F2KJK4 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Taeniopygia 
guttata 
UPI000194C71
A - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Gallus gallus UPI0000E805B2 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Meleagris 
gallopavo UPI00020357A3 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
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Anolis 
carolinensis H9GPI4 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Taeniopygia 
guttata 
UPI000194C71
8 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Scyliorhinus 
canicula AEY94454 
DGLA ω6 
29%; 
ETA ω3 55% 
Δ5 (59) 
Mus musculus Q3U494 - Hypothetical protein  
Mus musculus Q920L1 C20:2n-9 is active Δ5 FAD1 (245) 
Mus musculus Q8R0G8 - Hypothetical protein  
Mus musculus Q8VC07 - Hypothetical protein  
Rattus 
norvegicus Q9EPV4 
DGLA is 
active; Δ5 (246) 
Rattus 
norvegicus Q920R3 
Activity is 
shown Δ5 (247) 
Rattus 
norvegicus H2BF30 - FAD1  
Canis lupus 
familiaris F1PZD7 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Ailuropoda 
melanoleuca D2HUF6 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Otolemur 
garnettii H0X3G2 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Bos taurus UPI0001D56C35 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Nomascus 
leucogenys 
UPI00020ADC8
3 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Nomascus 
leucogenys 
UPI00020ADC8
3 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Homo sapiens A O60427 variant 
DGLA is 
active Δ5 (248) 
Homo sapiens A O60427 variant - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
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Homo sapiens A O60427 variant 
DGLA and 
ETA is active Δ5 (248) 
Homo sapiens A O60427 variant - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Homo sapiens A O60427 variant - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Homo sapiens A O60427 variant - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Synthetic human 
gene 
UPI00004EABF
F - FAD1  
Homo sapiens A0A0A0MR51 - FAD1  
Pan troglodytes H2R2R9 - FAD1  
Homo sapiens O60427 - FAD1  
Homo sapiens Q96SV3 - Hypothetical protein  
Pan paniscus B2RAI0 - Hypothetical protein  
Anolis 
carolinensis H9GPG4 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Gallus gallus E7EDS8 - Hypothetical protein  
Taeniopygia 
guttata 
UPI000194C71
B - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Saccoglossus 
kowalevskii 
UPI0001CBB59
C - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Mus musculus Q3U3X6 - Hypothetical protein  
Cricetulus 
griseus G3IEF4 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Mus musculus Q9JJE7 - Hypothetical protein  
Mus musculus A Q9JJE7 variant - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Mus musculus A Q9JJE7 variant - FAD3  
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Mus musculus A Q9JJE7 variant - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Pangasianodon 
hypophthalmus I6W5I1 - 
Hypothetical 
protein  
Danio rerio Q9DEX7 
Δ6/5 
bifunctional,  
Δ6 activity is 
higher than Δ5 
with ω3 
preference. 
Δ5/6 (248) 
Salmo salar Q8QGE2 - Δ5  
Gallus gallus A6NAB8 - Hypothetical protein  
Scyliorhinus 
canicula H6ULM7 
LA 57%; 
ALA 73% Δ6 
 
 
Xenopus laevis Q6P422 - Hypothetical protein  
Xenopus 
(Silurana) 
tropicalis 
B1H179 - Hypothetical protein  
Xenopus laevis Q6DDK2 - Hypothetical protein  
Ceratodon 
purpureus Q9LEM9 LA Δ6 
 
 
Cunninghamella 
echinulata Q3LU33 LA Δ6  
Conidiobolus 
obscurus F2XWZ7 
LA 16%; 
ALA 15%. Δ6 (249) 
Mortierella 
alpina D5KSD3 - Δ5  
Mortierella 
alpina Q9UVV3 LA Δ6 (250) 
Mortierella 
alpina Q70BL2 - Δ6  
Mortierella 
alpina A3RI60 - Δ6  
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Mortierella 
alpina Q9UVY3 LA and ALA Δ6 (251) 
 Q9UVV3 LA Δ6 (250) 
Umbelopsis 
isabellina Q9HEY4 - Δ6  
Umbelopsis 
isabellina Q8X173 - Δ6  
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Supplementary	Table	S2.2	List	of	primers	used	in	this	study	
Primer  Sequence 
V57I F GAGACTAGATGGGTTAGGATTGAGGATGTTGAGTACGACG 
V57I R CGTCGTACTCAACATCCTCAATCCTAACCCATCTAGTCTC 
V74I F CTTCAAACATCCTGGTGGAAGCATTATCTTCTACATGCTTGCTAACAC 
V74I R GTGTTAGCAAGCATGTAGAAGATAATGCTTCCACCAGGATGTTTGAAG 
D138E F GCTGAACTTGAGAGGGAAGGATTCTTCAAGCCTTC 
D138E R GAAGGCTTGAAGAATCCTTCCCTCTCAAGTTCAGC 
A184G F GTGCTTTCTTCGGAGGTAGATGTGGATGGGTTC 
A184G R GAACCCATCCACATCTACCTCCGAAGAAAGCAC 
Q190M F GCTAGATGTGGATGGGTTATGCATGAGGGTGGACACAACTC 
Q190M R GAGTTGTGTCCACCCTCATGCATAACCCATCCACATCTAGC 
G221A F GGACTTTCTACCAGCGCTGAGATGTGGAACCAGATG 
G221A R CATCTGGTTCCACATCTCAGCGCTGGTAGAAAGTCC 
M223W F CTTTCTACCAGCGGAGAGTGGTGGAACCAGATGCATAAC 
M223W R GTTATGCATCTGGTTCCACCACTCTCCGCTGGTAGAAAG 
L285V F GTTCCTGTTACTTCTGGACTTGTTGTTCAGGCTTTCTGGATCTAC 
L285V R GTAGATCCAGAAAGCCTGAACAACAAGTCCAGAAGTAACAGGAAC  
L348I F CTGGATCGCTTACATGTACATTTTCGCTCACTTCTCTACTTCTC 
L348I R GAGAAGTAGAGAAGTGAGCGAAAATGTACATGTAAGCGATCCAG 
D380N F CGCTGTTGATCACACCGTTAATATCGATCCTTCTCGTGGATAC 
D380N R GTATCCACGAGAAGGATCGATATTAACGGTGTGATCAACAGCG 
Gal1 
terminator 
primer 
CGTTCTTAATACTAACATAACTATA 
S73T F CTTCAAACAT CCT GGT GGA ACT GTG ATC TTC TAC ATG CTT GC  
S73T R GCAAGCATGTAGAAGATCACAGTTCCACCAGGATGTTTGAAG 
M78A F GGA AGC GTG ATC TTC TAC GCT CTT GCT AAC ACT GGT GC 
M78A R GC ACC AGT GTT AGC AAG AGC GTA GAA GAT CAC GCT TCC 
N196S F CAA CAT GAG GGT GGA CAC TCT TCT CTT ACC GGA TCT GTG TAC 
N196S R GTA CAC AGA TCC GGT AAG AGA AGA GTG TCC ACC CTC ATG TTG 
D406S F C CAC CAT CTC TTC CCT TCT ATG CCT CAA TTC AGA CAG CC 
D406S R GG CTG TCT GAA TTG AGG CAT AGA AGG GAA GAG ATG GTG G 
E222D F GATATGTGGAACCAGATGCATAACAAGCAC 
E222D R TCCGCTGGTAGAAAGTCCGAATCC 
S201N F AATGTGTACGTGGATAAGAGACTTCAGGC 
S201N R TCCGGTAAGAGAGTTGTGTCCACC 
A270L F TTG AGACTTCAAGCTTGGACCTTCGTTCC 
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A270L R CCAAGCTCTAGAGAATCCCCTAGG  
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The HA tagged ANC175 DNA fragment ordered from GenScript 
 
ACTATAGGGAATATTAAGCTTGGTACCATTTAAATCGGCGCGCCATGTATCCATATGAT
GTTCCAGATTATGCTTGTCCACCAAAGACTGATGGTAGATCTTCTCCAAGATCTCCATT
GACCAGATCTAAATCTTCTGCTGAAGCTTTGGATGCTAAGGATGCTTCTACTGCTCCAG
TTGATTTGAAAACTTTGGAACCACATGAATTGGCTGCTACTTTTGAAACTAGATGGGTT
AGAATCGAAGGTGTTGAATACGATGTTACCGATTTCAAACATCCAGGTGGTTCCGTTAT
TTTCTACATGTTGTCTAATACTGGTGCTGATGCTACCGAAGCTTTCAAAGAATTTCACT
ACAGATCTAGAAAGGCCTGGAAAATGTTGAAGGCTTTGCCACAAAGACCAGCTGATTAC
AAAAGAGCTGAAACTGAAGATGCTGCCATGTTGAAAGATTTTGCCAAGTGGAGAAAAGA
ATTGGAAAGAGATGGTTTCTTCAAGCCATCTTTGGCTCATGTTGCTTACAGATTTGTTG
AATTGGCAGCCATGTTTGCTTTGGGTACTTATTTGATGTATGCCGGTTACTGGTTCTCC
TCTGTTATCGTTTATGGTGCTTTTTTCGGTGCTAGATGTGGTTGGGTTCAACATGAAGG
TGGTCATAATTCATTGACCGGTAATATTTGGTGGGATAAGAGAATTCAAGCTTTCACTG
CTGGTTTCGGTTTAGGTACTTCTGGTGATATGTGGAACAACATGCATAACAAACATCAT
GCTACCCCACAAAAGGTTAGACACGATATGGATTTGGATACCACTCCATTGGTTGCTTT
CTTTAACACTGCTGTCGAAGATAATAGACCAAGAGGTTTTTCAAGATTGTGGTTGAGAT
TGCAAGCTTGGACTTTTGTTCCAGTTACATCTGGTTTGTTGGTCCAATTATTCTGGATG
TTCGTTTTACACCCAAGAAAGGTCTTGAGAAAGAAGAACTACGAAGAAGCTGCTTGGAT
GTTGTCATCTCATGTTGTTAGAACCGCTGTTATTAAGGCTGCTACAGGTTATTCTTGGC
CACAAGCTTATGGTTTGTTCGCTTTGTCTAATTGGATTGCCGGTATGTACTTGTTCGCT
CATTTTTCTACTTCCCATACCCATTTGGATGTAGTCCCATCTGACAAACATTTGTCTTG
GGTTAGATACGCTGTTGATCATACCGTTGATATCGATCCATCTAGAGGTTACGTTAATT
GGTTGATGGGTTACTTGAACTGCCAAGTTATCCATCATTTGTTCCCAGATATGCCACAA
TTCAGACAACCAGAAGTTTCCAGAAGATTCGTTGCTTTTGCTAAAAAGTGGGGTTTGAA
CTACAAGGTTATGACTTATTACGGTGCTTGGAAGGCTACTTTCTCTAACTTGAATGATG
TTGGTAAGCACTACTACGTTCATGGTAAAGCTAAGTGATTAATTAAATTTAAATGAGCT
CGGATCCACTAGTAACGGCCGCCAG 
The underlined regions are the non-coding flanking regions for homologous 
recombination into the expression vector pYES2 by Gibsom Assembly. The region in red 
is the influenza hemagglutinin (HA) tag added onto the wild-type OtΔ6des for the purpose 
of expression characterization.  
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Table S3.1 of annotated algal Δ6 FEs 
 
  
Organism UniProt ID Activity Regioselectivity References 
Ostreococcus 
lucimarinus CCE9901 A4S6D3 - Δ6  
Bathycoccus prasinos K8ER87 - Δ6  
Micromonas pusilla 
CCMP1545 C1MMV2 
LA 4.9% 
Δ6 (20) 
ALA 63.0% 
Mantoniella squamata B5DC83 
ALA 34% 
Δ6 (120) 
LA 0.3% 
Micromonas sp. 
RCC299 C1E5W1 - Δ6  
Ostreococcus tauri Q4JDG7 
LA 59% 
Δ6 (112) 
ALA 82% 
Ostreococcus 
lucimarinus CCE9901 G2J5R1 
LA 6.6% Δ6 (142) 
ALA 38.8% 
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Supplementary Table S3.2: Other sequences included in the phylogenetic analysis 
Species  UniProt ID 
Monosiga brevicollis A9URE6 
Thraustochytrium aureum F1T2K7 
Rebecca salina A4KDP0 
Thraustochytrium sp. Q8S3C1 
Salpingoeca rosetta F2UAM2 
Trypanosoma grayi UPI0004F460ED 
Isochrysis galbana F2YQ24 
Chrysochromulina sp. CCMP291 A0A0M0J4D4 
Emiliania huxleyi R1CUH5 
Isochrysis galbana H9BK45 
Aureococcus anophagefferens F0YPA8 
Perkinsus marinus A2T1W5 
Leishmania major Q4QIH7 
Angomonas deanei S9VRV7 
Leishmania braziliensis A4H558 
Thecamonas trahens A0A0L0DMY0 
Strigomonas culicis S9TXZ0 
Leptomonas seymouri A0A0N1PAQ6 
Leptomonas pyrrhocoris A0A0M9FQW2 
Pavlova lutheri A0A0M4MT30 
Isochrysis galbana A0A0M5KYV0 
Isochrysis galbana H9BK46 
Isochrysis galbana Q5QEX7 
Chrysochromulina sp. CCMP291 A0A0M0JUG1 
Isochrysis galbana H9NAU1 
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Helobdella robusta T1G2Q6 
Aplysia californica UPI000359777D 
Thecamonas trahens ATCC 
50062 A0A0L0D281 
Anas platyrhynchos UPI000350AF78 
Cariama cristata UPI000520B09F 
Alligator sinensis UPI0003C29980 
Alligator mississippiensis A0A0Q4ABY6 
Merops nubicus UPI0004F040AF 
Lottia gigantea V4BEN2 
Tinamus guttatus UPI00052F2F08 
Aplysia californica UPI00035952F9 
Geospiza fortis UPI0003959EDD 
Erinaceus europaeus UPI000443A519 
Biomphalaria glabrata UPI000674DAFA 
Melopsittacus undulatus UPI000661C52A 
Anadara trapezia A0A0M3R7G0 
Lichtheimia ramosa A0A077WN78 
Elephantulus edwardii UPI0003F0E823 
Biomphalaria glabrata UPI000673D471 
Capitella teleta R7V5K6 
Nannospalax galili UPI0004ED6444 
Caenorhabditis elegans Q23221 
Mortierella verticillata KFH69129 
Oryzias latipes H2LPJ8 
Manacus vitellinus UPI0004EFB6AC 
Mucor circinelloides Q6TMX2 
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Supplementary Figure 3.1: Associated with Figure 3.1. Phylogenies of the 
MpΔ6des homologues. Sequences are grouped by colour into six clades as in 
Figure 3.1A. Animal Δ5/Δ6 desaturases (orange), fungal Δ6 desaturases 
(green), algal Δ4 desaturases (cyan), algal Δ6 desaturases (blue), algal Δ5 
desaturases (purple) and algal Δ5 and unicellular Δ5/Δ6 desaturases (red). A. 
Alternate tree generated using WAG substitution matrix. B. Alternate tree 
generated using the JTT substitution matrix. C. Alternate tree generated using 
Dayhoff substitution matrix.  
 
A B
C
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Supplementary Table S4.1: The functionally characterised members in FE1 cluster.  
Organism UniProt ID 
Rhizopus oryzae Q6PS62 
Amylomyces rouxii Q6TMX2 
Mortierella isabellina Q8X173 
Mortierella alpina Q9UVV3 
Thalassiosira pseudonana Q4G2T1 
Phaeodactylum tricornutum  Q8RXB0 
Marchantia polymorpha Q696V8 
Ceratodon purpureus Q9LEN0 
Ceratodon purpureus Q9LEM9 
Physcomitrella patens subsp. patens  Q9ZNW2 
Caenorhabditis elegans G5EG11 
Caenorhabditis elegans Q23221 
Echium plantagineum Q2M488 
Euglena gracilis  Q8VZZ2 
Borago officinalis O04353 
Primula farinosa Q84KG8 
Primula vialii Q84KG6 
Brassica rapa G9I7G1 
Brassica rapa D2KBG5 
Brassica rapa D2KBG3 
Helianthus annuus Q43469 
Borago officinalis  Q9FR82 
Arabidopsis thaliana  Q9ZRP7 
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Arabidopsis thaliana  Q3EBF7 
Thraustochytrium sp. Q8S3C1 
Rebecca salina  A4KDP0 
Ostreococcus tauri Q4JDG7 
Ostreococcus lucimarinus CCE9901 G2J5R1 
Micromonas pusilla (strain CCMP1545) C1MMV2 
Mus musculus Q920L1 
Danio rerio Q9DEX7 
Sparus aurata Q8AY64 
Rattus norvegicus Q9Z122 
Rattus norvegicus Q920R3 
Salmo salar Q6SES0 
Scophthalmus maximus Q6QDP0 
Oncorhynchus mykiss Q98SW7 
Salmo salar Q8QGE2 
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